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Negative Declaration No. 13-001
Introduction
The City has analyzed the project proposal described herein. The California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) applies only to projects which have the potential for causing a significant
effect on the environment. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15061(b)(3), where it can be
seen with certainty that there is no possibility that the activity in question may have a significant
effect on the environment, the activity is not subject to CEQA. In this instance there is no
possibility the proposed amendment may have a significant effect on the environment and
accordingly, the exemption set forth in Section 15061(b)(3) applies.
Without waiving its right to rely on the above-referenced exemption, the City nevertheless
undertook the Initial Study to provide meaningful information to the City’s decision-making body
and to further its goal of providing the most informed decision-making process practicable.
Accordingly, a project description, draft ordinance, and Initial Study and Negative Declaration
No. 13-001 were circulated for a 30-day public review period from March 13, 2013 to April 11,
2013 where 117 comments were received. Of the 117 comments, 15 were specific to CEQA
with the remaining 102 comments exclusive to the ordinance. CEQA Sections 21091(f) and
15704 require a lead agency to consider the Negative Declaration together with any comments
received before approving the project. Written responses to comments are not required for an
Initial Study/Negative Declaration; however, for the benefit of the public and the decision
makers, staff has prepared written responses to those 15 comments that raised CEQA issues.
The responses are included as Exhibit C.
Based on the entire record and comments received, the City determined that: 1) there is no
substantial evidence that the project may have a significant effect on the environment; and 2)
the Negative Declaration prepared for the project reflects the City’s independent judgment and
analysis. Modifications made to the March 13, 2013 circulated draft ordinance and IS/ND will not
result in new environmental impacts. The modifications were based on further research into the
functionality and implementation of the ordinance, and comments received during the 30-day
review period. No substantial revisions to the negative declaration have been made. Therefore,
recirculation of the negative declaration is not required pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, section
15073.5.
As detailed herein, the findings yielded by this Initial Study culminate in a Negative Declaration.
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This Initial Study has been prepared in accordance with relevant provisions of CEQA of 1970,
as amended, and the CEQA Guidelines as revised. Section 15063(c) of the CEQA Guidelines
indicates that the purposes of an Initial Study are to:
1.

Provide the Lead Agency (i.e., the City of Malibu) with information to use as the basis for
deciding whether to prepare an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) or Negative
Declaration;

2.

Enable an applicant or Lead Agency to modify a project, mitigating adverse impacts
before an EIR is prepared, thereby enabling the project to qualify for a Negative
Declaration;

3.

Assist the preparation of an EIR, if one is required, by:
 Focusing the EIR on the effects determined to be significant;
 Identifying the effects determined not to be significant;
 Explaining the reasons why potentially significant effects would not be significant;
and
 Identifying whether a program EIR, tiering, or another appropriate process can be
used for analysis of the project’s environmental effects;

4.

Facilitate environmental assessment early in the design of a project;

5.

Provide documentation of the factual basis for the finding in a Negative Declaration that
a project will not have a significant effect on the environment;

6.

Eliminate unnecessary EIRs; and

7.

Determine whether a previously prepared EIR could be used with the project.
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CITY OF MALIBU
INITIAL STUDY ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST FORM
1.

Project Title:

Conditionally Regulate Formula Retail Establishments in the Civic
Center Commercial District

2.

Application:

Initial Study (IS) No. 13-001
Negative Declaration (ND) No. 13-001

3.

Lead Agency Name and Address:

City of Malibu
Planning Department
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265-4861

4.

Contact Person and Phone Number:

Joseph Smith, AICP
Senior Planner
(310) 456-2489, extension 336

5.

Project Location:

Civic Center Commercial District

6.

Project Applicant Name and Address:

City of Malibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265-4861

7.

General Plan and Local Coastal
Program (LCP) Land Use:

8.

9.

Community Commercial (CC), Commercial
Visitor Serving (CV) and Commercial
General (CG), Industrial/Research and
Development (RD), Rural Residential
One (RR-1), Single Family Medium (SFM),
and Institutional (I)

Malibu Municipal Code (M.M.C.)
and LCP Zoning:

CC, CV-1, CV-2, CG, Town Center Overlay
District, RD, RR-1, SFM, and I

Description of Project:
The proposed project consists of an amendment to Title 17 (Zoning) of the M.M.C. to
make formula retail establishments a conditionally-permitted use in the Civic Center
commercial district of the City of Malibu (Exhibit A). This district includes all
commercially-zoned/used land generally located between the Pacific Ocean to the
south, Malibu Canyon Road to the west, the City boundary to the north, and Malibu
Creek to the east, including the parcels comprising Hughes Research Laboratory (HRL).
Formula retail is considered any type of retail sales activity and/or retail service activity
conducted within a retail establishment which, along with 10 or more other existing,
operational retail establishments located within the United States is required to maintain
two or more of the following features: 1) standardized array of merchandise or menu; 2)
standardized color scheme; 3) standardized décor; 4) standardized façade; 5)
standardized layout; 6) standardized signage, a servicemark, or a trademark; and 7)
uniform apparel.
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The proposed ordinance would require a conditional use permit (CUP) pursuant to
M.M.C. Chapter 17.66 for all new formula retail establishments located within the district
and for existing formula retail establishments located within the district that desire to
relocate to a new tenant space, expand by 200 square feet or more of gross floor area,
or increase service area by 50 square feet or more (Exhibit B). The proposed ordinance
would not apply to existing formula retail establishments that change ownership,
exclusively, or formula retail uses considered as grocery, drug stores/pharmacies, gas
stations, banks and financial services, real estate, insurance, post offices, medical, and
lower-cost overnight accommodations.
The proposed ordinance is intended to regulate the location and operation of formula
retail uses within the district in order to prevent the proliferation of elements that project
a sense of sameness and familiarity. The elements that contribute to a formula effect
conflict with and frustrate the City’s goals of maintaining a unique community character
while promoting a diverse retail base with correspondingly unique retail amenities within
the Civic Center. Formula retail establishments are, by their nature, generally not unique
in appearance or character. Likewise, formula retail establishments generally do not
offer goods and services that are not readily available at other establishments within a
reasonable proximity to the City. To advance the City’s goals, the proposed ordinance is
intended to encourage retail elements that promote variety while, contributing to and
maintaining the City’s rural charm and small-town feel.
Currently, there is no requirement for conditional review of formula retail establishments
in the City. While retail sales and service uses may currently be permitted within a
particular commercial zone, either by-right or conditionally pursuant to the M.M.C./LCP,
no distinction is made between retail uses generally and “formula” retail uses. Formula
retail uses may be essential or desirable in the zone, but require individualized
assessment and scrutiny to ensure compatibility and to guard against the potential for
detrimental secondary effects. By making formula retail a conditionally permitted use in
the Civic Center commercial district, the ordinance ensures that such uses will be
examined for compatibility and their consistency with the City’s unique character. The
purposes of the new regulations are to ensure adequate public review and input for
businesses that have the potential to create a predominant sense of sameness and
familiarity in the Civic Center commercial district; ensure that the proposed uses do not
impair the integrity of that district; and to provide the opportunity to impose reasonable
and necessary conditions to assure compatibility. To serve and advance the general
welfare, the City is considering the adoption of an ordinance to conditionally regulate
formula retail establishments in the Civic Center commercial district.
10.

Project Setting:
The proposed ordinance would affect the Civic Center commercial district (Exhibit A).
The district is centrally located in the heart of the City and has historically served as the
community’s main commercial district with 43.5 percent of all commercially-zoned land in
the City being located within the district. The district encompasses all existing
commercial development in the Civic Center and proposed commercial projects on
vacant land, including the proposed Rancho Malibu hotel development (APNs 4458-030007, 4458-028-015, and 4458-028-019), the proposed Sycamore Village development
(APN 4458-022-011), the proposed Whole Foods in the Park development (APNs 4458022-001 and 4458-022-022), and the approved La Paz Ranch development (APNs
4458-022-023 and 4458-022-024). The proposed ordinance also encompasses the three
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parcels comprising Hughes Research Laboratory (HRL) APNs 4458-029-015, 4458-029012, and 4458-029-016) given the changing nature of the site to more commercial in
nature. 1
Citywide, 3.7 percent of the City’s total land area of 12,000 acres is zoned for
commercial use. Nearly half of all commercially-zoned land in the City, approximately
444 acres, is clustered in this commercial district 2 with the remaining distributed in other
commercial areas along the City’s 22 miles of coastline. The proposed ordinance would
not affect other commercial areas of the City, including Las Flores and the commercial
stretch east of Malibu Creek along Pacific Coast Highway (PCH), Kanan Dume at the
PCH intersection, the commercial areas around Point Dume including Portshead Road
and Busch Drive, or Trancas.
11.

Surrounding Land Uses and Setting:
The Civic Center commercial district is set within the larger context of Malibu’s relatively
rural residential community set within the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation
Area and Santa Monica Bay. The district is bordered by residential communities to the
north by Malibu Knolls, to the east by Serra Retreat, to the south by Malibu Colony, and
to the west by Maison de Ville and Malibu Canyon Village. Malibu Creek, Malibu Lagoon,
and the world-famous Surfrider Beach provide an east and southerly boundary to the
district, with Legacy Park spanning across 15 acres of environmentally-restored land
directly in the central core of the district. Other uses in the district include the Malibu City
Hall, County of Los Angeles administrative center and maintenance yards, public and
private educational facilities, religious institutions, and a Los Angeles County fire station.

12.

Project Approvals:
The project requires the following City of Malibu approvals:
a)
Adoption of IS No. 13-001 and ND No. 13-001; and
b)
Adoption of the Proposed Ordinance (ZTA No. 08-003).

13.

Other Agencies whose Approval is Required (e.g., permits, financing approval or
participating agreement): None

1

Note that the three HRL parcels are mapped as within a “Research and Development” zone pursuant to the M.M.C. and LCP
Zoning maps and designated as within “Industrial/Research and Development” on the General Plan and LCP Land Use Policy
maps. However, these zoning and land use designations do not exist within General Plan Land Use Element Section 1.5 (Land Use
Designations), LCP Land Use Plan (LUP) Chapter 5, Section C.2 (Land Use Designations), M.M.C. Section 17.06.010 (Zoning
Districts), LCP Local Implementation Plan (LIP) Section 3.3 (Zoning District), or LIP Table B (Permitted Uses) which is an exhibit of
LIP Chapter 3 (Zoning Designations and Permitted Uses). As a result, neither the M.M.C. nor LIP provide specific development
standards or permitted uses within this zoning designation. In order to rectify this zoning and land use deficiency within the General
Plan, M.M.C., and LCP, as well as reflect the changing commercial and office nature of HRL, staff is considering a possible zone
and land use change to a commercial designation as part of a future amendment.
2
The 444-acre figure does not include the land area comprising HRL (approximately 60.5 acres).
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EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
1. A brief explanation is required for all answers except "No Impact" answers that are adequately
supported by the information sources a lead agency cites in the parentheses following each
question. A "No Impact" answer is adequately supported if the referenced information sources
show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e.g., the project falls
outside a fault rupture zone). A "No Impact" answer should be explained where it is based on
project-specific factors as well as general standards (e.g., the project will not expose sensitive
receptors to pollutants, based on a project-specific screening analysis).
2. All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including offsite as well as onsite,
cumulative as well as project level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as well as
operational impacts.
3. Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur, the checklist
answers must indicate whether the impact is potentially significant, less than significant with
mitigation, or less than significant. "Potentially Significant Impact" is appropriate if there is
substantial evidence that an effect may be significant. If there are one or more "Potentially
Significant Impact" entries, an EIR is required.
4. "Negative Declaration: Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated" applies where the
incorporation of mitigation measures has reduced an effect from "Potentially Significant Impact"
to a "Less Than Significant Impact". The lead agency must describe the mitigation measures,
and briefly explain how they reduce the effect to a less than significant level (mitigation
measures from "Earlier Analyses," cited in support of conclusions reached in other sections may
be cross-referenced).
5. Earlier analyses may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA
process, an effect has been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or negative declaration
Section 15063(c)(3)(D). In this case, a brief discussion should identify the following:
a. Earlier Analysis Used: Identify and state where they are available for review.
b. Impacts Adequately Addressed: Identify which effects from the above checklist were within
the scope of and adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal
standards, and state whether such effects were addressed by mitigation measures based on
the earlier analysis.
c. Mitigation Measures: For effects that are "Less than Significant with Mitigation Measures
Incorporated," describe the mitigation measures which were incorporated or refined from the
earlier document and the extent to which they address site-specific conditions for the project.
6. Lead agencies are encouraged to incorporate into the checklist references to information
sources for potential impacts (e.g., Comprehensive Plans, zoning ordinances). Reference to a
previously prepared or outside document should, where appropriate, include a reference to the
page or pages where the statement is substantiated.
7. Supporting Information Sources: A source list should be attached, and other sources used or
individuals contacted should be cited in the discussion.
8. The explanation of each issue should identity: a) The significance criteria or threshold, if any,
used to evaluate each question; and b) The mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the
impact to less than significant.
9. The LCP is a certified CEQA document. Therefore, if all LCP standard conditions designed to
minimize impacts to environmental resources are incorporated, and those conditions mitigate
potentially significant impacts to a level of less than significant, then no additional mitigation is
required by law. For discussion purposes, standard conditions may be listed below the impact
discussions but are not actual mitigation measures.
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A.

AESTHETICS
Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

Would the project:

No
Impact

1. Have a substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista?
2. Substantially damage scenic resources,
including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within
a state scenic highway?
3. Substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its
surroundings?
4. Create a source of substantial light or
glare, which would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Land Use Element; City of Malibu Municipal Code; City of
Malibu Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan; Existing
commercial baseline conditions in the Civic Center; Civic Center vacant land inventory and
potential future build-out scenario; Pending project proposals including Whole Foods in the
Park, Sycamore Village, and Rancho Malibu Hotel; La Paz Ranch entitlements; Public hearing
record from past City Council, Zoning Ordinance Revisions and Code Enforcement
Subcommittee (ZORACES), and community meetings; Malibu Economic Services Study, 2007;
Polling results, 2013; Publications on formula retail regulations; and Analysis of formula
ordinances adopted by municipalities in California, Washington, Idaho, Texas, Florida, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York, Maryland, and Maine.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 2. Implementation of the proposed ordinance would not result in an adverse effect on a
scenic vista or substantially damage scenic resources. No impacts would occur.
3.

The proposed ordinance would add a new level of conditional review for formula retail
establishments subject to the ordinance. As a result, the ordinance could add additional
time and cost to the current regulatory entitlement process for certain commercial
establishments subject to the ordinance and may result in tenant space vacancies during
this time which would otherwise be avoided absent the requirements of the ordinance.
By way of example only, a typical CUP may take about 1-2 months of processing time
before the request is set for a public hearing. In some cases, this process is extended for
several more months. For example, if an additional CUP is required for the proposed use
to address potential impacts not addressed in the formula retail CUP (e.g., traffic
circulation, parking, etc.), additional time would be necessary to process both requests.
CUPs are approved or denied by the Planning Commission and appealable to the City
Council. In the event a CUP is appealed, additional time is required to process the
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appeal and bring the item forward to the City Council for review. Given the nature and
commercial history of the Civic Center, however, it is not anticipated that vacant tenant
spaces associated with a proposed formula retail use would become a visual nuisance
to the area or result in blight, deterioration or substantial diminishment of values.
The proposed ordinance is intended to regulate the location and operation of formula
retail uses within the district in order to prevent the proliferation of elements that project
a sense of sameness and familiarity, which conflict with and frustrate the City’s goal of
maintaining a unique community character. The elements that contribute to this formula
effect include visual features including uniform signage, color scheme, façade
treatments, or trademarks/ servicemarks. The City boasts unique environmental, coastal
and cultural qualities, historical context to the original Chumash lands and subsequent
Rancho Topanga Malibu Sequit, recreational opportunities, and a rural residential
community set within the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area and the
Santa Monica Bay. The City desires its commercial uses to likewise promote variety and
charm, embrace its relatively rural community, and not detract from its unique qualities.
That said, the City has observed an increase in commercial leasing activity City-wide,
with a specific increase in the number of formula retail establishments being introduced
in the Civic Center. It is anticipated that additional formula retail establishments will, in
the foreseeable future, continue to find their way into the Civic Center’s rental/lease
market. Formula retail establishments are, by their nature, generally not unique in
appearance or character.
An over-abundance of these formulaic features is anticipated to distract from the City’s
goal of remaining unique. To advance this goal, the proposed ordinance is intended to
encourage elements that promote variety and charm in its relatively rural community, its
small-town feel, and its commercial character. The proposed ordinance includes findings
to avoid over-concentration and the related appearance of familiarity and sameness from
the Civic Center’s main arterial streets including Pacific Coast Highway, Cross Creek
Road, Civic Center Way, Malibu Road, or Malibu Canyon Road. The proposed
ordinance regulates the maximum size of a formula retail establishment (i.e., not to
exceed 2,500 square feet of gross floor area) and the maximum net percentage per floor
of a shopping center from being occupied with formula retail establishments (i.e., not to
exceed 50 percent as determined by net square footage or the net number of leasable
tenant spaces (excluding the uses exempt from the ordinance), whichever is greater).
4.

Implementation of the proposed ordinance would not create a source of light or glare
that could adversely affect views in the area at night or in the day. No impacts would
occur.

Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are necessary for aesthetics.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed ordinance is
anticipated to have less than significant adverse impacts on aesthetics in the district and seeks
to avoid the proliferation of elements that project a sense of sameness and familiarity. The Civic
Center is a unique commercial center in the heart of the City; other commercial areas in the City
are not equivalent in terms of their concentration of both local and visitor consumer traffic and
their visibility. Therefore, the proposed ordinance is not expected to result in increased formula
retail elsewhere in the City. The Civic Center is the City’s main commercial district that has
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historically served the City’s visitors and residents; the City has experienced an increase in the
number of formula retail establishments clustering in this district. While other commercial areas
of the City also provide retail and services to residents and visitors, the district is the City’s main
commercial area and contains nearly half of the City’s commercially-zoned land. Maintaining the
unique appeal of the City’s main commercial district is vital to the ongoing preservation and
enhancement of a unique community character, rural charm, and small-town feel. As a result,
no residual impacts on aesthetics are anticipated to occur.
B.

AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY RESOURCES
Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

Would the project:

No
Impact

1. Convert Prime Farmland, Unique
Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance (Farmland), as shown on the
maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program of the
California Resources Agency, to
nonagricultural use?
2. Conflict with existing zoning for
agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?
3. Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause
rezoning of, forest land (as defined in
Public Resources Code section
12220(g)), timberland (as defined by
Public Resources Code section 4526), or
timberland zoned Timberland Production
(as defined by Government Code section
51104(g))?
4. Result in the loss of forest land or
conversion of forest land to non-forest
use?
5. Involve other changes in the existing
environment, which, due to their location
or nature, could result in conversion of
Farmland to nonagricultural use or
conversion of forest land to non-forest
use?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan; California Department of Conservation, Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program; City of Malibu Municipal Code; City of Malibu Local Coastal
Program, Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan; California Public Resources Code;
and California Government Code.
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Impact Discussion:
1 – 5. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the
Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of the proposed ordinance would not
result in the conversion of farm or forest land to non-agricultural or forestry uses. There
is no land designated as Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance. Additionally, there are no lands under a Williamson Act contract, forest land
(as defined by Public Resources Code section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland
Production (as defined by Government Code section 51104(g)) located on or near the
district. Therefore, the proposed project will not have any impacts to agriculture and
forestry resources.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding agriculture and forestry resources.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed ordinance will have
no impacts on agriculture and forestry resources in the district or in its vicinity. As a result, no
residual impacts on agriculture and forestry resources will occur.
C.

AIR QUALITY
Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

Would the project:

1. Conflict with or obstruct implementation
of the applicable air quality plan?
2. Violate any air quality standard or
contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation?
3. Result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of any criteria pollutant for which
the project region is non-attainment under
an applicable federal or sate ambient air
quality standard (including releasing
emissions which exceed qualitative
thresholds for ozone precursors)?
4. Expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations?
5. Create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people?
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Sources: City of Malibu General Plan; City of Malibu Municipal Code; City of Malibu Local
Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan; Air Quality Management Plan
for the South Coast Air Quality Management District.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 5. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the
Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of the proposed ordinance would not
conflict or obstruct the implementation of the applicable air quality plan nor violate any
air quality standards in the City. The proposed ordinance would not result in a
cumulatively considerable net increase of any pollutant. The proposed ordinance would
not conflict or obstruct the implementation of the applicable air quality plan nor violate
any air quality standards in the City. The proposed ordinance would not expose sensitive
receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations or create objectionable odors in the
district or in its vicinity.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding air quality.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth within the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed ordinance will
have no impacts on air quality in the district or in its vicinity. As a result, no residual impacts on
air quality would occur.

D.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

Would the project:

1. Have a substantial adverse effect, either
directly or through habitat modifications,
on any species identified as a candidate,
sensitive, or special status species in
local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations, or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service?
2. Have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional
plans, policies, regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and Game
or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?
3. Have a substantial adverse effect on
federally protected wetlands as defined
- 11 -
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by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
(including, but not limited to marsh, vernal
pool, coastal, etc.) through direct
removal, filling, hydrological interruption,
or other means?
4. Interfere substantially with the movement
of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native
resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery
sites?
5. Conflict with any local policies or
ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation
policy or ordinance?
6. Conflict with the provisions of an adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other
approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan; City of Malibu Local Coastal Program Environmentally
Sensitive Habitat Area and Marine Resources Map; City of Malibu Municipal Code; City of
Malibu Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 6. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the
Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of the proposed ordinance will not
directly or indirectly impact sensitive or special status species nor their habitats.
The proposed ordinance will not result in any impacts to federally protected wetlands
and it will not result in the interference with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species. The proposed ordinance will not impact any native
wildlife nursery sites or conflict with any biological or tree preservation policies and
ordinances. The proposed project will not impact any adopted Habitat Conservation
Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or State
habitat conservation plan in place.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding biological resources.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth within the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed ordinance will
have no impacts on biological resources in the district or in its vicinity. As a result, no residual
impacts on biological resources would occur.
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E.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Would the project:

Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

No
Impact

1. Cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of a historical resource
as defined in §15064.5?
2. Cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of an archaeological
resource pursuant to §15064.5?
3. Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or
unique geological feature?
4. Disturb any human remains, including
those interred outside of formal
cemeteries?
Sources: Malibu General Plan, Land Use Element; City of Malibu Municipal Code; City of Malibu
Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan; City of Malibu Cultural
Resource Sensitivity Map.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 4. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the
Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of the proposed ordinance will not
impact any significant historical, archaeological, or paleontological resources or disturb
any human remains.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding cultural resources.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth within the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed ordinance will
have no impacts on cultural resources in the district or in its vicinity. As a result, no residual
impacts on cultural resources would occur.
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F.

GEOLOGY AND SOILS

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Would the project:

Less than
Significant
with
Mitigation

Less than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

1. Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving:
a. Rupture of a known earthquake
fault, as delineated on the most
recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or
based on other substantial evidence
of known fault?
b. Strong seismic ground shaking?
c. Seismic-related ground failure,
including liquefaction?
d. Landslides?
2. Result in substantial soil erosion, or the
loss of topsoil?
3. Be located on a geologic unit or soil that
is unstable, or that would become
unstable as a result of the project, and
potentially result in on- or off-site
landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
4. Be located on expansive soil, as
defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform
Building Code (2001), creating
substantial risks to life or property?
5. Have soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks or
alternative waste water disposal
systems where sewers are not available
for the disposal of waste water?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Land Use and Safety and Health Elements; City of Malibu
Municipal Code; City of Malibu Plumbing Code; City of Malibu Local Coastal Program Land Use
Plan and Local Implementation Plan.
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Impact Discussion:
1 – 5. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the
Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of the proposed ordinance will not
expose people or structures to adverse geologic or soil hazards including seismicrelated events, landslides, liquefaction, instability, soil expansion, or inadequate
acceptance of wastewater disposal generated from onsite water treatment systems.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding geology and soils.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth within the M.M.C. and LCP. New commercial use in the City
that requires the disposal of wastewater into the soil are evaluated the City Environmental
Health Administrator for consistency with the Malibu Plumbing Code, the M.M.C., and the LCP.
The proposed ordinance will have no impacts on geology and soils in the district or in its vicinity.
As a result, no residual impacts on geology and soils would occur.
G.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

Would the project:

No
Impact

1. Generate greenhouse gas emissions,
either directly or indirectly, that may have
a significant impact on the environment?
2. Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or
regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing the emissions of greenhouse
gases?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan; City of Malibu Municipal Code; City of Malibu Local
Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan; Air Quality Management Plan
for the South Coast Air Quality Management District.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 2. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate the use of formula retail
establishments in the Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of the proposed
ordinance will not result in the generation of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that may
have a significant impact on the environment or conflict with an applicable plan, policy,
or regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding GHG emissions.
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Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed project will have less
than significant adverse impacts on GHG emissions in the project area or in the vicinity. As a
result, no residual impacts on GHG emissions would occur.

H.

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Would the project:

Potentially
Significant
Impact

1. Create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment through the
routine transport, use or disposal of
hazardous materials?
2. Create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and
accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into
the environment?
3. Emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials, substances, or waste
within one-quarter mile of an existing
or proposed school?
4. Be located on a site which is included
on a list of hazardous materials sites
compiled pursuant to Government
Code Section 65962.5 and, as a
result, would it create a significant
hazard to the public or the
environment?
5. For a project located within an airport
land use plan or, where such a plan
has not been adopted, within two
miles of a public airport or public use
airport, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or
working in the project area?
6. For a project within the vicinity of a
private airstrip, would the project
- 16 -
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Significant
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No
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result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project
area?
7. Impair implementation of or
physically interfere with an adopted
emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan?
8. Expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving wildland fires, including
where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences
are intermixed with wildlands?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Safety and Health Element; City of Malibu Municipal
Code; City of Malibu Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan;
County of Los Angeles Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone Map, Incorporated City of Malibu;
Impact Discussion:
1 – 8. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate the use of formula retail
establishments in the Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of the proposed
ordinance does not create an impact regarding the use or disposal of hazardous
materials, create a public or safety hazard, or affect existing emergency response plans
or routes. The Malibu City limits are not within an airport land use plan or within two
miles of a public airport, and the project would not create or result in a safety hazard for
people residing or working in the district. The proposed ordinance also would not result
in the exposure of people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death
involving wildland fires.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding hazards and hazardous materials.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed project will have less
than significant adverse impacts on hazards and hazardous materials in the project area or in
the vicinity. As a result, no residual impacts on hazards and hazardous materials would occur.

I.

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY

Would the project:

Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

1. Violate any water quality standards or
waste discharge requirements?
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2. Substantially deplete groundwater
supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there
would be a net deficit in aquifer volume
or a lowering of the local groundwater
table level (e.g., the production rate of
preexisting nearby wells would drop to a
level which would not support existing
land uses or planned uses for which
permits have been granted)?
3. Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a
stream or river, in a manner which would
result in substantial erosion or siltation
on or off site?
4. Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a
stream or river, or substantially increase
the rate or amount of surface runoff in a
manner, which would result in
substantial erosion or siltation on or off
site?
5. Create or contribute runoff water, which
would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?
6. Otherwise substantially degrade water
quality?
7. Place housing within a 100-year flood
hazard area as mapped on a federal
Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood
Insurance Rate Map or other flood
hazard delineation map?
8. Place within a 100-year flood hazard
area structures, which would impede or
redirect flood flows?
9. Expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving flooding, including flooding as a
result of the failure of a levee or dam?
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10. Inundation by seiche, tsunami or
mudflow?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Land Use Element; City of Malibu Municipal Code; City of
Malibu Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan; Federal
Emergency Management Agency Flood Insurance Rate Map, Los Angeles County; City of
Malibu, Emergency Response Plan for Tsunami Operations, Addendum to Malibu Standardized
Emergency Management System; State Water Resources Control Board, Status Report Areas
of Special Biological Significance.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 10. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate the use of formula retail
establishments in the Civic Center commercial district. The proposed project does not
involve development; therefore, the project would not violate water quality standards and
water discharge requirements. Furthermore, implementation of the proposed ordinance
would not impact groundwater resources, alter existing drainage patterns, increase the
rate or amount of surface runoff resulting in erosion or siltation on or off site, create or
contribute runoff water, or degrade water quality. The proposed ordinance does not
result in the placement of structures within a 100-year flood hazard area, or impede and
redirect flood flow. The project would not expose people or structures to a significant risk
of loss, injury, or death involving flooding or inundation by a seiche, tsunami, or mudflow
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding hydrology and water quality.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed project will have less
than significant adverse impacts on hydrology and water quality in the project area or in the
vicinity. As a result, no residual impacts on hydrology and water quality would occur.

J.

LAND USE AND PLANNING
Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

Would the project:

1. Physically divide an established
community?
2. Conflict with any applicable land use
plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
with jurisdiction over the project
(including, but not limited to the
Comprehensive Plan, specific plan, local
coastal program, or zoning ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect?
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3. Conflict with any applicable habitat
conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Land Use Element; City of Malibu Municipal Code; and
City of Malibu, Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan; Existing
commercial baseline conditions in the Civic Center; Civic Center vacant land inventory and
potential future build-out scenario; Pending project proposals including Whole Foods in the
Park, Sycamore Village, and Rancho Malibu Hotel; La Paz Ranch entitlements; Public hearing
record from past City Council, ZORACES, and community meetings; Malibu Economic Services
Study, 2007; Polling results, 2013; Publications on formula retail regulations; and Analysis of
formula ordinances adopted by municipalities in California, Washington, Idaho, Texas, Florida,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Maryland, and Maine.
Impact Discussion:
1.

The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate the use of formula retail
establishments in the Civic Center commercial district. The proposed project does not
involve development and would not physically divide an established community.

2.

The proposed project consists of an amendment to Title 17 (Zoning) of the M.M.C. to
conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the Civic Center commercial
district of the City of Malibu. Formula retail is considered any type of retail sales activity
and/or retail service activity conducted within a retail establishment which, along with 10
or more other existing, operational retail establishments located within the United States
that is required to maintain two or more of the following features: 1) standardized array
of merchandise or menu; 2) standardized color scheme; 3) standardized décor; 4)
standardized façade; 5) standardized layout; 6) standardized signage, a servicemark, or
a trademark; and 7) uniform apparel.
The proposed ordinance does not authorize a use other than that already designated in
the LCP and MMC as a permitted or conditionally permitted use in the zone. The
proposed ordinance is consistent with the Coastal Act and the LCP because it protects,
maintains and enhances the overall quality of the coastal zone environment. The
proposed ordinance will not alter the utilization or conservation of coastal zone
resources, impede public access to and along the coastal zone, or interfere with the
priorities established for coastal-dependent or coastal-related development. The
proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate the use of formula retail establishments
in the district regardless if the establishment’s commercial use is currently permitted,
either by-right or conditionally within a particular commercial zone. No distinction is
currently made between retail uses generally and “formula” retail uses. Formula retail
uses may be essential or desirable in the district, but require individualized assessment
and scrutiny to ensure compatibility and to guard against the potential for detrimental
secondary effects. By making formula retail a conditionally permitted use in the district,
the proposed ordinance ensures that such uses will be examined for compatibility and
their consistency with the City’s unique character. 3 The proposed ordinance does not
apply to all commercial uses within the district, only those uses that are subject to the
ordinance – of which many are already required to obtain conditional review (e.g.,

3
The proposed ordinance would require a CUP pursuant to M.M.C. Chapter 17.66 for all new formula retail establishments located
within the district and for existing formula retail establishments located within the district that relocate to a new tenant space, expand
by 200 square feet or more of gross floor area, or increase service area by 50 square feet or more. The proposed ordinance would
not apply to existing formula retail uses that change ownership, exclusively, or existing and new formula retail uses considered
exempt.
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restaurants, coffee shops and bakeries (with seating), alcohol sales, health care
facilities, movie theaters, convenience stores, service stations, car washes, and new
commercial construction involving 500 square feet or more). The purposes of the new
regulations are to ensure adequate public review and input for businesses that have the
potential to create a predominant sense of sameness and familiarity in the Civic Center
commercial district; ensure that the proposed uses do not impair the integrity of that
district; and to provide the opportunity to impose reasonable and necessary conditions to
assure compatibility. In accordance with LCP Local Implementation Plan (LIP) Section
1.2(F), the proposed ordinance will serve and advance the general welfare of the City.
The proposed ordinance includes an exemption in conformance with the City’s LCP
specific to LCP Land Use Plan (LUP) Policies 2.34 to 2.36, which require lower-cost
overnight accommodations to be protected and encouraged. Lower-cost overnight
accommodations often likely include a variety of formula businesses that were subject to
the ordinance under the March 13, 2013 IS/ND draft (pursuant to Finding 4 of that draft,
these uses could not operate due to the 2,500 sq. ft. cap). This has been adjusted in the
current ordinance to allow the potential for formula, lower-cost overnight
accommodations.
As provided in LUP Policy 2.35, the exemption would apply to all lower-cost
“hotel/motels, hostels, RV parks, and campgrounds.” Formula retail uses, such as those
that offer hard/soft goods, services, and food and drinks, are not considered anymore
“visitor serving” or “lower cost” than their non-formula counterparts. It is the uniqueness
of Malibu, its coastal recreation opportunities and environment that is the primary draw
to visitors. The ordinance does not prohibit formula establishments from operating in the
Civic Center. The ordinance allows a reasonable percentage of formula establishments
to operate in the Civic Center and includes several exclusions for formula uses that are
considered essential to local and visitor demand. Excluded formula uses include: 1)
Grocery; 2) Drug stores/pharmacies; 3) Gas stations; 4) Banks and financial services; 5)
Real estate; 6) Insurance; 7) Post offices; 8) Medical; and 9) Lower-cost overnight
accommodations.
The proposed ordinance is intended to regulate the location and operation of formula
retail uses within the district in order to prevent the proliferation of elements that project
a sense of sameness and familiarity. These elements conflict with and frustrate the
City’s goals of maintaining a unique community character while promoting a diverse
retail base with correspondingly unique retail amenities within the Civic Center. Formula
retail establishments are, by their nature, generally not unique in appearance or
character. Likewise, formula retail establishments generally do not offer goods and
services that are not readily available at other establishments within a reasonable
proximity to the City. To advance the City’s goals, the proposed ordinance is intended to
encourage retail elements that promote variety while, contributing to and maintaining the
City’s rural charm and small-town feel.
Malibu desires to remain unique, not just in its physical setting as evidenced by
approximately 22 miles of scenic coastline nestled between the Santa Monica Mountains
and Pacific Ocean, but in its relatively rural nature, its small‐town feel, its commercial
character, and its overall visitor and resident experience. With only 3.7 percent of its total
land area zoned for commercial use, nearly half is clustered in the Civic Center
neighborhood – the City’s main commercial district that has historically served the City’s
visitors and residents alike with a variety of retail offerings. Maintaining the economic
health and unique appeal of the City’s main commercial district is vital to the ongoing
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preservation and enhancement of the City’s unique, small-town feel, commercial
character, and the needs of its visitors and residents.
To advance those goals, the City seeks to prevent the proliferation of elements that
project an overwhelming sense of sameness and familiarity. Instead, the City desires to
encourage elements that promote variety and charm while still leaving opportunities
open for all. The City has bound itself to land use policies intended to maximize these
principles. “Malibu is a unique land and marine environment and residential community
whose citizens have historically evidenced a commitment to sacrifice urban and
suburban conveniences in order to protect that environment and lifestyle, and to
preserve unaltered natural resources and rural characteristics. The people of Malibu are
a responsible custodian of the area’s natural resources for present and future
generations.” [General Plan, Vision Statement].
With more than 23 percent of its nearly 12,000 acres zoned as public open space and
more than 50 percent being designated as environmentally sensitive habitat area
(ESHA) pursuant to the City’s LCP, the City recognizes the importance land use plays in
the planned distribution, location, and intensity of human activity in context to the
relatively rural nature of the City. As previously noted, only 3.7 percent of its nearly
12,000 acres is zoned for commercial use, with nearly half of that, or 43.5 percent, being
clustered in the Civic Center commercial neighborhood. The City recognizes that retail is
the dominant commercial use in this district and maintaining a strong and diverse retail
base is most critical to the success and ongoing preservation of its historic commercial
core. The City believes this can be enhanced by a healthy blend of local, regional, and
national-based businesses which provide diverse and unique retail opportunities for
visitors and residents alike. The City is committed to “manage growth to preserve a rural
community character” [General Plan Land Use (LU) Element, Section 1.4.2] and
encouraging the “…establishment and continued operation of small neighborhood and
community serving businesses.” [General Plan LU Policy 4.4.1]. Further, the City must
ensure that commercial “visitor serving retail uses…fit the character and scale of the
surrounding community.” [LCP Land Use Plan (LUP) Policy 5.12, in part].
Commercial amenities aside, Malibu is a world-known destination that draws millions of
visitors each year. The City boasts unique environmental, coastal and cultural qualities,
historical context to the original Chumash lands and subsequent Rancho Topanga
Malibu Sequit, recreational opportunities, and a rural residential community set within the
Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area and the Santa Monica Bay. The City
desires its commercial uses to likewise promote variety and charm, embrace its
relatively rural community, and not detract from its unique qualities. That said, the City
has observed an increase in commercial leasing activity City-wide, with a specific
increase in the number of formula retail establishments being introduced in the Civic
Center. It is anticipated that additional formula retail establishments will, in the
foreseeable future, continue to find their way into the Civic Center’s rental/lease market.
Formula retail establishments are, by their nature, generally not unique in appearance or
character. Likewise, formula retail establishments generally do not offer goods and
services that are not readily available at other establishments within a reasonable
proximity to the City. Consequently, the City finds that the proliferation of formula retail
establishments in the Civic Center, if not regulated, will conflict with and frustrate the
City’s goal of maintaining a unique community character and correspondingly unique
retail amenities.
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An over-abundance of formula retail establishments frustrates the City’s ability to
promote a diverse retail base within the Civic Center. The City considers a diverse retail
base to include a unique retailing personality that avoids shifting the City’s nature
character toward familiarity and sameness. A diverse retail base should be comprised of
a balanced mix of businesses ranging from small to medium to large and from local to
regional to national. The City feels that an over-abundance of formula retail
establishments will unduly limit or possibly eliminate the availability of smaller or medium
sized businesses, many of which tend to be non-traditional or unique, and unduly skew
the mix of businesses towards national retailers in lieu of local or regional retailers.
The General Plan Mission Statement states, in part, that “Malibu will maintain its rural
character by establishing programs and policies that avoid suburbanization and
commercialization of its natural and cultural resources.” Further, the overriding goals of
the City shall be to: “(a) Protect, maintain, and where feasible, enhance and restore the
overall quality of the coastal zone environment and its natural and artificial resources;
and (b) Assure orderly, balanced utilization and conservation of coastal zone resources
taking into account the social and economic needs of the people of the state.” [LCP LUP,
Section 1(D)].
In light of the foregoing considerations and in accordance with LCP LIP Section 1.2(F),
the City believes the public welfare will be advanced by regulating the establishment of
formula retail establishments in the Civic Center commercial district. The City has
experienced a rapid increase in the presence of formula retail establishments in its Civic
Center, the over-abundance of which threatens to diminish the City’s unique character.
3.

The proposed ordinance does not conflict with any habitat or natural community
conservation plans, or other local or regional conservation plans. Therefore, no impacts
to any conservation plans will occur as a result of implementing the proposed ordinance.

Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required for land use and planning.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed project will have less
than significant adverse impacts on land use and planning in the project area or in the vicinity.
As a result, no residual impacts on land use and planning would occur.

K.

MINERAL RESOURCES
Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

Would the project:

1. Result in the loss of availability of a
known mineral resource that would be of
value to the region and the residents of
the state?
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2. Result in the loss of availability of a
locally important mineral resource
recovery site delineated on a local
Comprehensive Plan, specific plan or
other land use plan?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Land Use and Conservation Elements; City of Malibu
Municipal Code; and City of Malibu Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local
Implementation Plan.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 2. Sand and gravel resources are the only mineral resources that have been mapped in
western Los Angeles County. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate
formula retail establishments in the Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of
the proposed ordinance would not result in the significant loss or availability of a known
or locally important mineral resource, and no impacts to mineral resources are expected
from the project.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding mineral resources.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed ordinance will have
no impacts on mineral resources in the district or in its vicinity. As a result, no residual impacts
on mineral resources would occur.
L.

NOISE
Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

Would the proposed project result in:

1. Exposure of persons to or generation of
noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or
noise ordinance, or applicable standards
of other agencies?
2. Exposure of people to excessive ground
borne vibration or noise levels?
3. A substantial permanent increase in
ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project?
4. A substantial temporary or periodic
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increase in ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity above levels existing
without the project?
5.

For a project located within an airport
land use plan or, where such a plan has
not been adopted, within two miles of a
public airport or public use airport, would
the project expose people residing or
working in the project area to excessive
noise levels?

6.

For a project within the vicinity of a
private airstrip, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project
area to excessive noise levels?

Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Land Use and Noise Elements; City of Malibu Municipal
Code; and City of Malibu Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local Implementation
Plan.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 6. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the
Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of proposed ordinance would not result
in increased noise levels in excess of standards established in the General Plan Noise
Element or the Malibu Noise Ordinance (M.M.C. Chapter 8.24). Implementation of the
proposed ordinance would not expose people to excessive ground vibration or noise
levels. The proposed ordinance seeks to avoid the proliferation of elements that project
a sense of sameness and familiarity. There is no reasonable correlation that
implementation of the proposed ordinance in the district would lead to an increase in
formula retail establishments in other commercial areas of the City and thus, generating
an increase in pedestrian and vehicle traffic, and ambient noise within the district’s
vicinity. The Civic Center is the City’s main commercial district that has historically
served the City’s visitors and residents; the City has experienced an increase in the
number of formula retail establishments clustering in this district. While other commercial
areas of the City also provide retail and services to residents and visitors, the district is
the City’s main commercial area and contains nearly half of the City’s commerciallyzoned land. Maintaining the unique appeal of the City’s main commercial district is vital
to the ongoing preservation and enhancement of a unique community character, rural
charm, and small-town feel. As a result, no residual impacts on noise is anticipated to
occur.
6.

The Civic Center commercial district is not located within two miles of an airport or near
an airstrip; therefore, no impacts will occur.

Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding noise.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed ordinance will have
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no impacts on noise in the district or in its vicinity. As a result, no residual impacts on noise
would occur.
M.

POPULATION AND HOUSING
Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

Would the project:

No
Impact

1. Induce substantial population growth in
an area, either directly (for example, by
proposing new homes and businesses)
or indirectly (for example, through an
extension of roads or other infrastructure)?
2. Displace substantial numbers of existing
housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?
3. Displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Land Use Element and Housing Element; City of Malibu
Municipal Code; City of Malibu Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local
Implementation Plan; Los Angeles County Fire Code.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 3. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the
Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of proposed ordinance would not result
in population growth, nor adversely affect the City’s housing supply or cause housing
displacement, because adoption of the new ordinance does not involve demolition or
construction of any structures. Therefore, no adverse impacts to population or housing
would occur as a result of the proposed ordinance.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding population and housing.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. When applicable, new commercial
use in the City is evaluated by the Los Angeles County Fire Department for consistency with the
Los Angeles County Fire Code. The proposed ordinance will have no impacts on population and
housing in the district or in its vicinity. As a result, no residual impacts on population and
housing would occur.
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N.

PUBLIC SERVICES

Would the project result in substantial adverse
physical impacts associated with the provision
of new or physically altered governmental
facilities, need for new or physically altered
governmental facilities, the construction of
which could cause significant environmental
impacts, in order to maintain acceptable
service ratios, response times or other
performance objectives for any of the public
services:

Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

No
Impact

1. Fire protection?
2. Police protection?
3. Schools?
4. Parks?
5. Other Public Services?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Land Use Element; City of Malibu Municipal Code; City of
Malibu Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 5. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the
Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of proposed ordinance would not
increase the demand for fire, school, park, or other public services, because the
ordinance will not introduce new development nor induce substantial population growth.
Therefore, new facilities are not necessary to adopt the proposed ordinance.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding public services.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed ordinance will have
no impacts on public services in the district or in its vicinity. As a result, no residual impacts on
public services would occur.
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O.

RECREATION
Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

Would the proposed project:

No
Impact

1. Increase the use of existing
neighborhood and regional parks or other
recreational facilities such that substantial
physical deterioration of the facility would
occur or be accelerated?
2. Include recreational facilities or require
the construction of expansion of
recreational facilities, which might have
an adverse physical effect on the
environment?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Land Use Element; City of Malibu Municipal Code; and
City of Malibu Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 2. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the
Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of proposed ordinance does not involve
development of housing or induce population growth; therefore, implementation of the
proposed ordinance would not increase the use of recreational facilities. Implementation
of the proposed ordinance does not require the construction or expansion of recreational
facilities or otherwise affect existing recreational facilities.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding recreation.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed ordinance will have
no impacts on recreation in the district or in its vicinity. As a result, no residual impacts on
recreation would occur.
P.

TRANSPORTATION / TRAFFIC

Would the proposed project:

Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

1. Conflict with an applicable plan,
ordinance or policy establishing
measures of effectiveness for the
performance of the circulation system,
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taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and
non-motorized travel and relevant
components of the circulation system,
including but not limited to intersections,
streets, highways and freeways,
pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass
transit?
2. Exceed, either individually or
cumulatively, a conflict with an applicable
congestion management program,
including, but not limited to level of
service standards and travel demand
measures, or other standards established
by the county congestion management
agency for designated roads or
highways?
3. Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic
levels or a change in location that results
in substantial safety risks?
4. Substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible
uses (e.g., farm equipment)?
5. Result in inadequate emergency access?
6. Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or
otherwise decrease the performance or
safety of such facilities supporting
alternative transportation (e.g., bus
turnouts, bicycle racks)?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Circulation Element and Land Use Element; City of
Malibu Municipal Code; City of Malibu Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local
Implementation Plan; LCP Parklands Map; City of Malibu Trails System Maps; Los Angeles
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), Congestion Management Plan (CMP), Levels of
Service for the City of Malibu, 2011; Existing commercial baseline conditions in the Civic Center;
Civic Center vacant land inventory and potential future build-out scenario; Pending project
proposals including Whole Foods in the Park, Sycamore Village, and Rancho Malibu Hotel; La
Paz Ranch entitlements; Public hearing record from past City Council, ZORACES, and
community meetings; Malibu Economic Services Study, 2007; Polling results, 2013;
Publications on formula retail regulations; and Analysis of formula ordinances adopted by
municipalities in California, Washington, Idaho, Texas, Florida, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
York, Maryland, and Maine.
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Impact Discussion:
1 – 6. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the
Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of proposed ordinance is not
anticipated to result in an increase in vehicular or pedestrian traffic. The proposed
ordinance seeks to prevent the proliferation of elements that project a sense of
sameness and familiarity. There is no reasonable correlation that implementation of the
proposed ordinance in the district would lead to an increase in formula retail
establishments in other commercial areas of the City and thus, generating an increase
in pedestrian and vehicle traffic in those areas. The Civic Center is the City’s main
commercial district that has historically served the City’s visitors and residents; the City
has experienced an increase in the number of formula retail establishments clustering in
this district. While other commercial areas of the City also provide retail and services to
residents and visitors, the district is the City’s main commercial area and contains nearly
half of the City’s commercially-zoned land. Maintaining the unique appeal of the City’s
main commercial district is vital to the ongoing preservation and enhancement of a
unique community character, rural charm, and small-town feel. Implementation of the
proposed ordinance is not anticipated to have an impact on established levels of service
or result in changes to air and vehicle traffic patterns. Given that a CUP would be
required for a qualifying formula retail establishment subject to the proposed ordinance,
specific commercial use impacts will be evaluated at the time that a proposed
commercial use subject to the proposed ordinance is submitted. Implementation of the
proposed project does not involve development and therefore, will not result in an
increase in traffic hazards, impacts to emergency access, or parking capacity.
Implementation of the proposed ordinance would not conflict with adopted policies,
plans, or programs supporting alternative transportation.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding transportation / traffic.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed ordinance is not
anticipated to have any impacts on transportation / traffic in the district or in its vicinity. As noted
under the impact discussion above, the Civic Center is a unique commercial center in the heart
of the City; other commercial areas in the City are not equivalent in terms of their concentration
of both local and visitor consumer traffic and their visibility. Therefore, the proposed ordinance is
not expected to result in increased formula retail activity, including pedestrian and vehiclerelated traffic, elsewhere in the City. New commercial use in the City is evaluated for usespecific traffic, circulation, and parking impacts by the City Public Works Department and
Planning Department for consistency with the M.M.C., and the LCP. As a result, no residual
impacts on transportation / traffic are anticipated to occur.
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Q.

UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

Would the project:

No
Impact

1. Exceed wastewater treatment
requirements of the applicable Regional
Water Quality Control Board?
2. Require or result in the construction of
new water or wastewater treatment
facilities or expansion of existing facilities,
the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?
3. Require or result in the construction of
new stormwater drainage facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?
4. Have sufficient water supplies available
to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or are new or
expanded entitlements needed?
5. Result in a determination by the
wastewater treatment provider, which
serves or may serve the projects that it
has adequate capacity to serve the
project’s projected demand in addition to
the provider’s existing commitments?
6. Be served by a landfill with sufficient
permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs?
7. Comply with federal, state, and local
statutes and regulations related to solid
waste?
Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Land Use Element; City of Malibu Municipal Code; City of
Malibu Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 7. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the
Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of proposed ordinance will not affect
wastewater treatment requirements of the Regional Water Quality Control Board or
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result in construction of a new water or wastewater treatment facility or expansion of
existing facilities. Implementation of the proposed project does not require any additional
water supply or wastewater capacity. Implementation of the proposed project will not
impact existing landfills or demand new landfill area, because new solid waste will not be
generated as a result of the ordinance. Implementation of the ordinance will not conflict
with federal, state, and local regulations relating to solid waste.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding utilities and service systems.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. New commercial use in the City that
requires the disposal of wastewater are evaluated the City Environmental Health Administrator
for consistency with the Malibu Plumbing Code, the M.M.C., and the LCP. The proposed
ordinance will have no impacts on utilities and service systems in the district or in its vicinity. As
a result, no residual impacts on utilities and service systems would occur.
R.

MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
Less than
Less than
Potentially
Significant
Significant
Significant
with
Impact
Impact
Mitigation

Does the proposed project:

1. Have the potential to degrade the quality
of the environment, substantially reduce
the habitat of a fish or wildlife species,
cause a fish or wildlife population to drop
below self-sustaining levels, threaten to
eliminate plant or animal community,
reduce the number or restrict the range
of rare or endangered plant or animal or
eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or
prehistory?
2. Have impacts that are individually limited,
but cumulatively considerable
(“Cumulatively considerable” means that
the incremental effects of a project are
considerable when viewed in connection
with the effects of past projects, the
effects of other current projects, and the
effects of probable future projects)?
3. Have environmental effects, which will
cause substantial adverse effects on
human beings, either directly or
indirectly?
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Sources: City of Malibu General Plan, Land Use Element; City of Malibu Municipal Code; and
City of Malibu Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan and Local Implementation Plan; Existing
commercial baseline conditions in the Civic Center; Civic Center vacant land inventory and
potential future build-out scenario; Pending project proposals including Whole Foods in the
Park, Sycamore Village, and Rancho Malibu Hotel; La Paz Ranch entitlements; Polling results,
2013; Public hearing record from past City Council, ZORACES, and community meetings;
Malibu Economic Services Study, 2007; Publications on formula retail regulations; and Analysis
of formula ordinances adopted by municipalities in California, Washington, Idaho, Texas,
Florida, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Maryland, and Maine.
Impact Discussion:
1 – 3. The proposed ordinance would conditionally regulate formula retail establishments in the
Civic Center commercial district. Implementation of proposed ordinance does not have
the potential to degrade the quality of the environment or substantially reduce the habitat
of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop, or threaten to
eliminate a plant or animal community. Implementation of the proposed ordinance would
not eliminate important examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory.
Implementation of the proposed ordinance would not have environmental effects or
substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly.
Recommended Mitigation Measures:
No mitigation measures are required regarding mandatory findings of significance.
Residual Impacts:
New commercial use in the City must conform to the City’s standard conditions of approval, and
the policies and standards set forth in the M.M.C. and LCP. The proposed ordinance will have
no impacts on mandatory findings of significance in the district or in its vicinity. As a result, no
residual impacts would occur.
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EXHIBIT A
Civic Center Commercial District
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EXHIBIT B
Proposed Ordinance
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CITY OF MALIBU PLANNING COMMISSION
RESOLUTION NO. 13-63
A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
MALIBU RECOMMENDING THE CITY COUNCIL ADOPT INITIAL STUDY
NO. 13-001 AND NEGATIVE DECLARATION NO. 13-001 AND APPROVE
ZONING TEXT AMENDMENT NO. 08-003 TO AMEND TITLE 17 (ZONING)
OF THE MALIBU MUNICIPAL CODE TO MAKE FORMULA RETAIL, AS
DEFINED, A CONDITIONALLY PERMITTED USE IN THE CIVIC CENTER
COMMERCIAL DISTRICT
THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF MALIBU DOES HEREBY FIND,
ORDER AND RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

Recitals.

A.
Malibu desires to remain unique, not just in its physical setting as evidenced by
approximately 22 miles of scenic coastline nestled between the Santa Monica Mountains and
Pacific Ocean, but in its relatively rural nature, its small‐town feel, its commercial character, and
its overall visitor and resident experience. With only 3.7 percent of its total land area zoned for
commercial use, nearly half is clustered in the Civic Center neighborhood – the City’s main
commercial district that has historically served the City’s visitors and residents alike with a
variety of retail offerings. Maintaining the economic health and unique appeal of the City’s main
commercial district is vital to the ongoing preservation and enhancement of the City’s unique,
small-town feel, commercial character, and the needs of its visitors and residents.
B.
To advance those goals, the City seeks to prevent the proliferation of elements
that project an overwhelming sense of sameness and familiarity. Instead, the City desires to
encourage elements that promote variety and charm while still leaving opportunities open for all.
The City has bound itself to land use policies intended to maximize these principles. “Malibu is
a unique land and marine environment and residential community whose citizens have
historically evidenced a commitment to sacrifice urban and suburban conveniences in order to
protect that environment and lifestyle, and to preserve unaltered natural resources and rural
characteristics. The people of Malibu are a responsible custodian of the area’s natural resources
for present and future generations.” [General Plan, Vision Statement].
C.
With more than 23 percent of its nearly 12,000 acres zoned as public open space
and more than 50 percent being designated as environmentally sensitive habitat area (ESHA)
pursuant to the City’s Local Coastal Program (LCP), the City recognizes the importance land use
plays in the planned distribution, location, and intensity of human activity in context to the
relatively rural nature of the City. As previously noted, only 3.7 percent of its nearly 12,000
acres is zoned for commercial use, with nearly half of that, or 43.5 percent, being clustered in the
Civic Center commercial neighborhood. The City recognizes that retail is the dominant
commercial use in this district and maintaining a strong and diverse retail base is most critical to
the success and ongoing preservation of its historic commercial core. The City recognizes that
this can be enhanced by a healthy blend of local, regional, and national-based businesses which
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provide diverse and unique retail opportunities for visitors and residents alike. The City is
committed to “manage growth to preserve a rural community character” [General Plan Land Use
(LU) Element, Section 1.4.2] and encouraging the “…establishment and continued operation of
small neighborhood and community serving businesses.” [General Plan LU Policy 4.4.1].
Further, the City must ensure that commercial “visitor serving retail uses…fit the character and
scale of the surrounding community.” [LCP Land Use Plan (LUP) Policy 5.12, in part].
D.
Commercial amenities aside, Malibu is a world-known destination that draws
millions of visitors each year. The City boasts unique environmental, coastal and cultural
qualities, historical context to the original Chumash lands and subsequent Rancho Topanga
Malibu Sequit, recreational opportunities, and a rural residential community set within the Santa
Monica Mountains National Recreation Area and the Santa Monica Bay. The City desires its
commercial uses to likewise promote variety and charm, embrace its relatively rural community,
and not detract from its unique qualities. That said, the City has observed an increase in
commercial leasing activity City-wide, with a specific increase in the number of formula retail
establishments being introduced in the Civic Center. It is anticipated that additional formula
retail establishments will, in the foreseeable future, continue to find their way into the Civic
Center’s rental/lease market. Formula retail establishments are, by their nature, generally not
unique in appearance or character. Likewise, formula retail establishments generally do not offer
goods and services that are not readily available at other establishments within a reasonable
proximity to the City. Consequently, the City finds that the proliferation of formula retail
establishments in the Civic Center, if not regulated, will conflict with and frustrate the City’s
goal of maintaining a unique community character and correspondingly unique retail amenities.
E.
An over-abundance of formula retail establishments frustrates the City’s ability to
promote a diverse retail base within the Civic Center. The City considers a diverse retail base to
include a unique retailing personality that avoids shifting the City’s character toward familiarity
and sameness. A diverse retail base should be comprised of a balanced mix of businesses
ranging from small to medium to large and from local to regional to national. The City feels that
an over-abundance of formula retail establishments will unduly limit or possibly eliminate the
availability of smaller or medium sized businesses, many of which tend to be non-traditional or
unique, and unduly skew the mix of businesses towards national retailers in lieu of local or
regional retailers.
F.
The General Plan Mission Statement states, in part, that “Malibu will maintain its
rural character by establishing programs and policies that avoid suburbanization and
commercialization of its natural and cultural resources.” Further, the overriding goals of the City
shall be to: “(a) Protect, maintain, and where feasible, enhance and restore the overall quality of
the coastal zone environment and its natural and artificial resources; and (b) Assure orderly,
balanced utilization and conservation of coastal zone resources taking into account the social and
economic needs of the people of the state.” [LCP LUP, Section 1(D)].
G.
In light of the foregoing considerations, the Planning Commission has determined
that the public welfare will be served and advanced by regulating the establishment of formula
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retail establishments in the Civic Center commercial district. The City has experienced an
increase in the presence of formula retail establishments in its Civic Center and anticipates that
additional formula retail establishments will, in the foreseeable future, continue to find their way
into the Civic Center’s rental/lease market – the over-abundance of which threatens to diminish
the City’s unique character.
H.
The Planning Commission finds that while formula retail sales and service uses
may currently be permitted within a particular commercial zone, either by-right or conditionally
pursuant to the Malibu Municipal Code (M.M.C.) or LCP, no distinction is made between retail
uses generally and “formula” retail uses. Formula retail uses may be essential or desirable in the
Civic Center, but require individualized assessment and scrutiny to ensure compatibility and to
guard against the potential for detrimental secondary effects. By making formula retail a
conditionally permitted use in the zone, the ordinance ensures that such uses will be examined
for compatibility and their consistency with the City’s unique character. The purposes of the
new regulations are to ensure adequate public review and input for businesses that have the
potential to create a predominant sense of sameness and familiarity in the Civic Center
commercial district; ensure that the proposed uses do not impair the integrity of that district; and
to provide the opportunity to impose reasonable and necessary conditions to assure
compatibility.
I.
On July 4, 2013, a one-quarter page Notice of Planning Commission Public
Hearing was published in a newspaper of general circulation within the City of Malibu and was
mailed to all interested parties; property owners and occupants within 300 feet of the Civic
Center commercial district; homeowner’s associations on record with the City; regional, state
and federal agencies affected by the amendment; local libraries and media; and the California
Coastal Commission (CCC).
J.
On July 29, 2013, the Planning Commission held a duly noticed public hearing on
ZTA No. 08-003, at which time the Planning Commission reviewed and considered the agenda
report, reviewed and considered written reports, public testimony, and other information on the
record. At that meeting, the Planning Commission adopted Planning Commission Resolution No.
13-63 recommending that the City Council approve the amendment to make formula retail, as
defined, a conditionally permitted use in the Civic Center commercial district.
Section 2.

Environmental Review and Negative Declaration.

The Planning Commission has analyzed the project proposal described herein. CEQA
applies only to projects which have the potential for causing a significant effect on the
environment. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15061(b)(3), where it can be seen with
certainty that there is no possibility that the activity in question may have a significant effect on
the environment, the activity is not subject to CEQA. The Planning Commission has determined
that there is no possibility the amendment will have a significant effect on the environment and
accordingly, the exemption set forth in Section 15061(b)(3) applies.
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Without waiving its right to rely on the above-referenced exemption, the City
nevertheless undertook an Initial Study (IS) in the interest of providing meaningful information
to the City’s decision-making body and fostering the most informed decision-making process
practicable. As detailed therein, the findings yielded by the IS culminated in a Negative
Declaration (ND).
Pursuant to the authority and criteria contained in CEQA, the Planning Commission has
exercised its independent judgment and analyzed the proposed zoning text amendment. After
reviewing IS No. 13-001, the Planning Commission has determined that the project will not have
a significant effect on the environment. Accordingly, a project description, draft ordinance, and
IS/ND No. 13-001 were circulated for a 30-day public review period from March 13, 2013 to
April 11, 2013 where 117 comments were received. Of the 117 comments, 15 were specific to
CEQA with the remaining 102 comments exclusive to the ordinance. CEQA Sections 21091(f)
and 15704 require a lead agency to consider the ND together with any comments received before
approving the project. Written responses to comments are not required for an IS/ND; however,
for the benefit of the public and decision makers, staff has prepared written responses to those 15
comments that raised CEQA issues. The responses are included as Exhibit C of the IS/ND.
Based on the entire record and comments received, the Planning Commission determined
that: 1) there is no substantial evidence that the project may have a significant effect on the
environment; and 2) the ND prepared for the project reflects the Planning Commission’s
independent judgment and analysis. Modifications made to March 13, 2013 circulated draft
ordinance and IS/ND will not result in new environmental impacts. The modifications were
based on further research into the functionality and implementation of the ordinance, and
comments received during the 30-day review period. No substantial revisions to the ND have
been made. Therefore, recirculation of the ND is not required pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15073.5. The Planning Commission hereby recommends adoption of ND No. 13-001.
Section 3.

Zoning Text Amendment Findings.

A.
Based on evidence in the whole record, the Planning Commission hereby finds
that the amendment is consistent with the General Plan and LCP. The ordinance would support
the objectives and policies of the General Plan intended to preserve and enhance the City’s
unique, small-town feel, commercial character, and the needs of its visitors and residents. The
ordinance will also ensure compatibility between land uses by reducing any potential negative
indirect effects that have been associated with an over-abundance of formula retail
establishments, such as shifting a community’s commercial variety and charm to familiarity and
sameness, which conflict with and frustrate the City’s goals of remaining unique while
promoting a diverse retail base within its main commercial district.
B.
The ZTA advances the General Plan Vision Statement which reads, “Malibu is a
unique land and marine environment and residential community whose citizens have historically
evidenced a commitment to sacrifice urban and suburban conveniences in order to protect that
environment and lifestyle, and to preserve unaltered natural resources and rural characteristics.
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The people of Malibu are a responsible custodian of the area’s natural resources for present and
future generations.” The City is committed to “manage growth to preserve a rural community
character” [General Plan LU Element, Section 1.4.2] and encouraging the “…establishment and
continued operation of small neighborhood and community serving businesses.” [General Plan
LU Policy 4.4.1]. Further, the City must ensure that commercial “visitor serving retail uses …
fit the character and scale of the surrounding community.” [LCP LUP Policy 5.12, in part]. The
overriding goals of the City are to: “(a) Protect, maintain, and where feasible, enhance and
restore the overall quality of the coastal zone environment and its natural and artificial resources;
and (b) Assure orderly, balanced utilization and conservation of coastal zone resources taking
into account the social and economic needs of the people of the state.” [LCP LUP, Section 1(D)].
C.
In accordance with the LCP Local Implementation Plan (LIP), Chapter 1, Section
1.2, Purpose, (F), the ordinance will promote the public welfare by regulating the establishment
of formula retail establishments in the Civic Center commercial district. The ordinance
conforms to the City’s LCP specific to LUP Policies 2.34 to 2.36, which require lower-cost
overnight accommodations to be protected and encouraged and as such, are exempt from the
ordinance. As provided in LUP Policy 2.35, the exemption would apply to all lower-cost
“hotel/motels, hostels, RV parks, and campgrounds.” Other than lower cost overnight
accommodations, which are more likely to operate under a formula designation and include more
than 2,500 square feet, no other types of feasible “lower-cost coastal recreational and visitor
serving use[s] or opportunit[ies]” were identified that would be precluded from operating in the
Civic Center commercial district. Formula retail uses, such as those that offer hard/soft goods,
services, and food and drinks, are not considered anymore “visitor serving” or “lower cost” than
their non-formula counterparts. It is the uniqueness of Malibu, its coastal recreation
opportunities and environment that is the primary draw to visitors.
D.
The ordinance does not prohibit formula establishments from operating in the
Civic Center. The ordinance allows a reasonable percentage of formula establishments to
operate in the Civic Center and includes several exclusions for formula uses that are considered
essential to local and visitor demand.
E.
The ordinance does not authorize a use other than that already designated in the
LCP and MMC as a permitted or conditionally permitted use in the zone. The ordinance is
consistent with the Coastal Act and the LCP because it protects, maintains and enhances the
overall quality of the coastal zone environment. The ordinance will not alter the utilization or
conservation of coastal zone resources, impede public access to and along the coastal zone, or
interfere with the priorities established for coastal-dependent or coastal-related development.
Section 4.

Zoning Text Amendment No. 08-003.

ZTA No. 08-003 includes amendments to Title 17 (Zoning) of the M.M.C. The Planning
Commission hereby recommends the City Council amend the M.M.C. as follows.
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A.
follows:

Add the following definition to M.M.C. Section 17.02.060 (Definitions) to read as

“Formula retail” means any type of retail sales activity and/or retail service activity conducted
within a retail establishment which, along with 10 or more other existing, operational retail
establishments located within the United States, is required to maintain two or more of the
following features: 1) standardized array of merchandise or menu; 2) standardized color scheme;
3) standardized décor; 4) standardized façade; 5) standardized layout; 6) standardized signage, a
servicemark, or a trademark; and 7) uniform apparel.
B.
Amend M.M.C. Section 17.22.040 (Commercial
Conditionally Permitted Uses) to add Subsection Q to read as follows:
Q.

Neighborhood

Zone,

Formula retail, subject to the standards set forth in Section 17.66.130.

C.
Amend M.M.C. Chapter 17.66 (Conditional Use Permits) to add Section
17.66.130 to read as follows:
Section 17.66.130 Formula retail.
A.
Purpose. The purpose of this Section is to regulate the location and operation of formula
retail uses within the Civic Center commercial district in order to prevent the proliferation of
elements that project a sense of sameness and familiarity and which conflict with and frustrate
the City’s goals of remaining unique while promoting a diverse retail base within the Civic
Center. This Section is intended to encourage retail elements that promote variety while,
contributing to and maintaining the City’s rural charm and small-town feel.
B.
Applicability. A conditional use permit under this Chapter shall be required for all new
formula retail establishments located within the Civic Center commercial district and for existing
formula retail establishments located within the Civic Center that desire to relocate to a new
tenant space, expand by 200 square feet or more of gross floor area, or increase service area by
50 square feet or more.
C.
Applicable provisions. Formula retail uses shall be subject to all provisions of this
Chapter unless otherwise specified in this Section.
D.

Definitions. For the purpose of this Section, the following definitions shall apply:

“Civic Center commercial district” means all commercially-zoned/used land generally located
between the Pacific Ocean to the south, Malibu Canyon Road to the west, the City boundary to
the north, and Malibu Creek to the east. The district also includes commercial use on the parcels
comprising Hughes Research Laboratory (HRL).
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“Formula retail” means any type of retail sales activity and/or retail service activity conducted
within a retail establishment which, along with 10 or more other existing, operational retail
establishments located within the United States, is required to maintain two or more of the
following features: 1) standardized array of merchandise or menu; 2) standardized color scheme;
3) standardized décor; 4) standardized façade; 5) standardized layout; 6) standardized signage, a
servicemark, or a trademark; and 7) uniform apparel.
i.

“Standardized” means both identical and substantially the same.

ii.
“Array of merchandise or menu” means 50 percent or more of in-stock
merchandise or menu items.
iii.
“Color scheme” means the selection of colors used throughout, such as on the
furnishings, wall coverings, or wall coverings, or as used on the façade. Standardized
lighting is considered part of the color scheme.
iv.
“Décor” means the style of interior finishes such as the style of furniture, wall
coverings, or permanent fixtures.
v.
“Façade” means the face of the front of a building or tenant space oriented onto a
street or public open space. Awnings are considered part of the façade.
vi.
“Layout” means the interior arrangement of furniture, service area, or permanent
fixtures.
vii.
“Servicemark” means a word, phrase, symbol or design, or a combination of
words, phrases, symbols or designs that identifies and distinguishes the source of a
service from one party from those of others.
viii. “Trademark” means a word, phrase, symbol or design, or a combination of words,
phrases, symbols or designs that identifies and distinguishes the source of the goods from
one party from those of others.
ix.
“Uniform apparel” means standardized items of clothing such as aprons, pants,
shirts, dresses, hats, and pins (other than name tags), as well as standardized colors of
clothing.
“Retail establishment” means a commercial establishment that provides goods and/or services
directly or indirectly to the consumer such as general retail, eating and drinking places, beauty,
personal services, professional office, luxury overnight accommodations, amusement, health,
fitness, and galleries.
“Shopping center” means a group of retail, retail service, and other commercial establishments
operating under common management and having at least 10,000 square feet of gross floor area.
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Shopping centers that occupy more than one legal parcel will be evaluated for conformance with
this Section on a per-parcel basis even where the whole of the shopping center is under common
management. No differentiation shall be made between centers that are product-orientated or
service-oriented.
E.
Findings. In lieu of the findings required by Section 17.66.080, the Planning
Commission shall make all of the following findings of fact, in a positive manner, in order to
approve a formula retail use within the Civic Center commercial district:
1.
The nature of the formula retail use is an otherwise permitted or conditionally
permitted use within the subject commercial zone and complies with the policies and standards
of the General Plan and Local Coastal Program.
2.
The formula retail establishment will not impair the City’s unique, small-town
community character by promoting a predominant sense of familiarity or sameness in the Civic
Center commercial district as viewed from its main arterial streets including Pacific Coast
Highway, Cross Creek Road, Civic Center Way, Malibu Road, or Malibu Canyon Road.
3.

The formula retail establishment will not exceed 2,500 square feet of gross floor

area.
4.
Approval of the formula retail establishment will not result in more than 50
percent of each floor of a shopping center, as determined by the net percentage of overall square
footage or the net number of leasable tenant spaces (excluding the uses described in Section
17.66.130(F)(2)), whichever is greater, from being occupied by formula retail establishments.
F.
Exclusions. This Section does not apply to the change of ownership of an existing
formula retail establishment, exclusively, or the following uses within the Civic Center
commercial district:
1. Grocery;
2. Drug stores/pharmacies;
3. Gas stations;
4. Banks and financial services;
5. Real estate;
6. Insurance;
7. Post offices;
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8. Medical; and
9. Lower-cost overnight accommodations.
G.
Permit Validity. To assure continued compliance with the provisions of this Section,
each approved conditional use permit shall run solely with the operation of the formula retail
establishment for which it was approved and continue to be valid upon change of ownership of
the formula retail establishment, the land, or any lawfully existing building or structure on the
land. The conditional use permit shall expire in the event that a formula retail establishment
ceases or suspends operation for a period of six consecutive calendar months, relocates to
another tenant space, expands by 200 square feet or more of gross floor area, or increases service
area by 50 square feet or more.
Section 5.

Certification.

The Planning Commission shall certify the adoption of this Resolution.
PASSED, APPROVED AND ADOPTED this 29th day of July, 2013.

_____________________________________________
JEFFREY D. JENNINGS, Planning Commission Chair
ATTEST:

______________________________________________
JESSICA BLAIR, Recording Secretary
LOCAL APPEAL - A decision of the Planning Commission may be appealed to the City
Council by an aggrieved person by written statement setting forth the grounds for appeal. An
appeal shall be filed with the City Clerk within 10 days and shall be accompanied by an appeal
form and proper appeal fee. The appellant shall pay fees as specified in the Council adopted fee
resolution in effect at the time of the appeal. Appeal forms may be found online at
www.malibucity.org, in person at City Hall or by calling (310) 456-2489, extension 245.
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I CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION NO. 13-63 was passed and adopted by
the Planning Commission of the City of Malibu at the regular meeting thereof held on the 29th
day of July 2013, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:

_______________________________________________
JESSICA BLAIR, Recording Secretary

City of Malibu
July 1, 2013

EXHIBIT C
Response to Comments
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Summary:

During the 30-day public review period (March 13, 2013 to April 11, 2013), 117

comments were received, of which 15 were specific to CEQA.

Date

Commenter

Comments related to

David Waite #1, Jeffer Mangels Butcher & Mitchell (JMBM),

CEQA

rec’d
1

3/18/2013

LLP (representing the group of commercial property owners
in the Civic Center)
2

3/18/2013

David Waite #2, JMBM

Ordinance

3

3/18/2013

Larry Abbott

Ordinance

4

3/27/2013

Miles Feinberg

CEQA & ordinance

5

3/27/2013

Preserve Malibu #1

Ordinance

6

3/28/2013

Peter Creech

Ordinance

7

3/28/2013

Dagney Hollander

Ordinance

8

3/29/2013

Norm Haynie

Ordinance

9

4/1/2013

Preserve Malibu #2

Ordinance

10

4/8/2013

Preserve Malibu #3

CEQA

11

4/8/2013

Steve Soboroff, Soboroff Partners (Whole Foods in the Park

CEQA & ordinance

project)
12

4/8/2013

Carol Hahn

Ordinance

13

4/8/2013

June Louks

Ordinance

14

4/8/2013

Gisela & Dick Guttman

Ordinance

15

4/8/2013

Joyce Ball

Ordinance

16

4/8/2013

Cindy Vandor

Ordinance

17

4/9/2013

Judith Friedman

Ordinance

18

4/9/2013

Louis & Eugenie Spirito

Ordinance

19

4/9/2013

Kimberly Devane

Ordinance

20

4/9/2013

Neil Van Winkle, Glimcher Malibu, LLC (Malibu Lumber

CEQA

Yard)
21

4/9/2013

Jeffrey Perelman, Sterling Real Estate Venture II, LLC

CEQA & ordinance

(Malibu La Paz Ranch)
22

4/9/2013

Rev. Levanah Shell Bdolak

Ordinance

23

4/9/2013

Michael Koss, Koss Real Estate Investment (Malibu Country

CEQA & ordinance

Mart)
24

4/9/2013

Robert Gold, BRP Management, LLC (Crummer subdivision
project)
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25

4/9/2013

Nicola Jack

Ordinance

26

4/9/2013

Lisa Yuhasz

Ordinance

27

4/9/2013

Eva Wilson

Ordinance

28

4/9/2013

Florence Weinberger

Ordinance

29

4/9/2013

Linda McDonald

Ordinance

30

4/9/2013

Carol Moss

Ordinance

31

4/9/2013

Linda Joslynn

Ordinance

32

4/9/2013

Ken Ravitz

Ordinance

33

4/9/2013

Jason LaBerge

Ordinance

34

4/9/2013

Barbara Ann Quinlan

Ordinance

35

4/9/2013

Philip Richardson

Ordinance

36

4/9/2013

Pamela Conley Ulich

Ordinance

37

4/9/2013

Linda Gould

Ordinance

38

4/9/2013

Sara Gepp

Ordinance

39

4/9/2013

Hamish Patterson

Ordinance

40

4/9/2013

Abbie Jane Baron

Ordinance

41

4/9/2013

Jeff Katz

Ordinance

42

4/9/2013

C.B.

Ordinance

43

4/9/2013

Cori Lowe

Ordinance

44

4/9/2013

California Coastal Commission

CEQA & ordinance

45

4/9/2013

Margarita Jerabek Wuellner

Ordinance

46

4/9/2013

John Kingsbury

Ordinance

47

4/9/2013

Nancy Kearson

Ordinance

48

4/9/2013

Margot Thomas

Ordinance

49

4/9/2013

Hil Covington

Ordinance

50

4/9/2013

Gaby Morgerman

Ordinance

51

4/9/2013

Bobby Milstein

Ordinance

52

4/9/2013

William Freije

Ordinance

53

4/9/2013

Mike Curtis

Ordinance

54

4/9/2013

Bruce Rays

Ordinance

55

4/9/2013

Kimberly Ledoux

Ordinance

56

4/9/2013

Dan & Carole Stark

Ordinance

57

4/9/2013

Cort Day & Jana Whelan

Ordinance

58

4/9/2013

Dabney Day

Ordinance

59

4/9/2013

Kevin Morris

Ordinance

60

4/9/2013

Leslie Goldstein

Ordinance

61

4/9/2013

David Reznick, Malibu Bay Company

CEQA
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62

4/9/2013

Jacky Tomlinson

Ordinance

63

4/9/2013

Karen Blackmore & Joe, Francesca, and Walker Gareri

Ordinance

64

4/9/2013

Jenifer Meissner

Ordinance

65

4/9/2013

Ruth Staub

Ordinance

66

4/9/2013

Bria Little

Ordinance

67

4/9/2013

Nanci Iannone

Ordinance

68

4/9/2013

Ruth Gould-Goodman

Ordinance

69

4/9/2013

Debbi Stone

Ordinance

70

4/9/2013

Susan Stiffelman

Ordinance

71

4/9/2013

Christy Hadzick

Ordinance

72

4/9/2013

Dana Friedman

Ordinance

73

4/9/2013

Chris Benjamin

Ordinance

74

4/9/2013

Taylor Beall

Ordinance

75

4/9/2013

Sally Benjamin

Ordinance

76

4/9/2013

Peri Vincent

Ordinance

77

4/10/2013

Sean Finn

Ordinance

78

4/10/2013

Stephanie Beacham

Ordinance

79

4/10/2013

McKade Levi Marshall

Ordinance

80

4/10/2013

Niels Steffen Kenriksen

Ordinance

81

4/10/2013

David Hayward

Ordinance

82

4/10/2013

Mark Persson, Malibu Chamber of Commerce

CEQA & Ordinance

83

4/10/2013

John Brown

Ordinance

84

4/10/2013

Miriam Pennington

Ordinance

85

4/10/2013

Robert Greene

Ordinance

86

4/10/2013

Betty Lucas

Ordinance

87

4/10/2013

Marie Bathum

Ordinance

88

4/10/2013

Rheta Resnick

Ordinance

89

4/10/2013

Katie

Ordinance

90

4/10/2013

Bill & Rosemary Sampson

Ordinance

91

4/10/2013

Jo Giese

Ordinance

92

4/10/2013

Preserve Malibu #4

Ordinance

93

4/10/2013

Jefferson Wagner & Candace Brown

Ordinance

94

4/10/2013

Allison Ray

Ordinance

95

4/10/2013

Patt Healy, Malibu Coalition for Slow Growth

Ordinance

96

4/10/2013

Danny Moder

Ordinance

97

4/10/2013

Dru Ann Jacobson

Ordinance

98

4/10/2013

Connie Goetz

Ordinance
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99

4/10/2013

John & Ellen Cerniglia

Ordinance

100

4/11/2013

Patricia Gartland

Ordinance

101

4/11/2013

Tom Botz

Ordinance

102

4/11/2013

V. Mitchell-Clyde

Ordinance

103

4/11/2013

Nick Rodionoff

Ordinance

104

4/11/2013

Diana Mullen

Ordinance

105

4/11/2013

Mari Stanley

Ordinance

106

4/11/2013

Lynn & John Anfanger

Ordinance

107

4/11/2013

Kathy Sullivan

Ordinance

108

4/11/2013

Howard & Candace Ferguson

Ordinance

109

4/11/2013

J.C. Devin

Ordinance

110

4/11/2013

R. Otto Maly, KW Malibu Colony, L.L.C.., KW Partnership,

CEQA & ordinance

L.P., and KW Two Partnership, L.P. (Malibu Colony Plaza)
111

4/11/2013

Preserve Malibu #5

Ordinance

112

4/11/2013

Matt Khoury, KRE Capital LLC (Malibu Village)

CEQA & ordinance

113

4/11/2013

Native American Heritage Commission

CEQA

114

4/11/2013

Preserve Malibu #6

Ordinance

115

4/11/2013

Preserve Malibu #7

Ordinance

116

4/11/2013

Charles Skouras

Ordinance

117

4/11/2013

David Waite #3, JMBM

CEQA
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2.1
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3.1
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Page 1 of 1
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4.4
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Responses to 15 CEQA-Related Comments – City of Malibu Formula Ordinance (2013)
Comment
1.1

Response

This comment identifies the contents included in a submittal package provided on behalf of commenter
David Waite of Jeffer Mangels Butler & Mitchell, LLP. Note as of May 21, 2013, Mr. Waite is with Cox,
Castle & Nicholson LLP, 2049 Century Park East, 28th Floor, Los Angeles, California 90067.

Note that

Items 5 (Retail Market Analysis), 6 (Response to Preserve Malibu Comments), and 7 (Updated Retail
Inventory) were previously submitted to the City; summarized responses to these items is included in the
Initial Study (IS) / Negative Declaration (ND) response to comments, but the three documents are not
itemized below.

Items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8 are itemized and commented upon specifically in the IS/ND

response to comments.
1.2

This comment contains introductory and general information.

The commenter represents a group of

commercial property owners in the Civic Center (Civic Center owners). No further response is required.
1.3

The comment consists of legal conclusions based upon the opinions expressed by other commenters.
Responses to those comments are provided herein.

1.4

The commenter concludes that an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) is required to evaluate potential
impacts in two criteria: Aesthetics and Traffic/Transportation.

The commenter relies entirely on the

opinions express in comment letters submitted by ESA and Stanley Hoffman Associates. Responses to
those comments letters are set forth herein.
Staff has extensively researched and investigated the experiences of other California cities that have
adopted and implemented similar ordinances.
in several of those jurisdictions.

Staff’s investigation included phone interviews with planners

Staff questioned planners in each jurisdiction regarding the direct and

indirect effects experienced since the adoption and implementation of the formula retail restrictions.

None

of the jurisdictions reported any adverse physical or economic changes as a result of the ordinance,
including Coronado and Laguna Beach which have adopted formula ordinances in similar scope to the
project.
Fifteen California cities currently regulate formula uses.

These include the following and note the year

of adoption: 1) Arcata, 2002; 2) Benicia, 2007; 3) Calistoga, 2000; 4) Carmel-by-the-Sea, mid-1980; 5)
Coronado, 2000; 6) Cotati, 2007; 7) Laguna Beach, 1989; 8) Ojai, 2007; 9) Pacific Grove, 1999; 10)
Richmond, 2012; 11) San Francisco, 2004; 12) San Juan Bautista, 2007; 13) Sausalito, 2003; 14)
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Solvang, 1994 and 2007; and 15) Sonoma, 2012.
1.5

The commenter repeats his legal contention that the City is required to prepare an EIR for the project.
The commenter also claims that the Initial Study and Negative Declaration are littered with unsupported
claims.
All of the following information was relied upon in preparation of the draft ordinance and the IS/ND.

All

of this information is included in the public record as part of past public hearings before the City
Council, Zoning Ordinance Revision and Code Enforcement Subcommittee (ZORACES), and community
meetings on the ordinance.
1) Inventories of existing commercial baseline conditions in the Civic Center;
2) Potential for future build-out scenarios of the Civic Center based on vacant land area and a
minimum 0.15 floor area ratio (FAR);
3) Consideration of future commercial square footage related to projects in the Civic Center that are
entitled and under review by the Planning Department;
4) Extensive public review and input on the concept of regulating formula uses at ten public
hearings with the City Council, six ZORACES meetings, and three community meetings related to
the proposed ordinance concept since 2006; 1
5) Land use controls to promote the aesthetic look and feel of the Civic Center by avoiding the
proliferation of visual elements associated with formula establishments that project an overwhelming
sense of sameness and familiarity (the proposed ordinance, at its very nature, is intended to
control the potential of adverse aesthetic impacts resulting from an accumulation of formula
establishments concentrated in the Civic Center);
6) Exemptions in the draft ordinance for all existing formula retail establishments, including grocery,
gas stations, and banks and financial services; 2
1

This item has an extensive history and the subject of several public hearings since first introduced at the City
Council meeting on December 11, 2006. After three years of consideration, the item was tabled by the City Council
at the July 27, 2009 meeting. At that meeting, Council considered whether or not the City should prepare the
ordinance on the April 2010 ballot. The item was brought back at the May 9, 2011 Council meeting where staff
was directed to review the item as part of a package of options with ZORACES. Two ZORACES meetings were
held on June 6, 2011 and June 28, 2011. Following, the item was part of the discussion at the October 10, 2011
and March 26, 2012 City Council meetings. At the November 13, 2012 meeting, the City Council directed staff to
prepare a formula retail ordinance with community input. Staff held a community meeting on December 13, 2012 to
obtain feedback from the public on criteria for use in the ordinance. A series of questions utilizing keypad polling
was facilitated by the Davenport Institute at Pepperdine University School of Public Policy at that meeting.
2
Since circulation of the draft ordinance and IS/ND, the list of exemptions was increased to include drug
stores/pharmacies, real estate, and insurance pursuant to the original direction by the City Council on November 13,
2012; post offices given the necessity of this service to the community; medical uses given the necessity of these
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7) Malibu Economic Services Study (2007) prepared by Applied Development Economics;
8) Alternatives including a Civic Center Specific Plan, design regulations, and modified findings for
conditional use permits (CUPs) applicable to formula uses (different from the proposed ordinance);
9) Publications on formula retail regulations in concept and in other jurisdictions;
10) Evaluation of formula ordinances adopted and in effect at other municipalities in California,
Washington, Idaho, Texas, Florida, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Maryland, and Maine.
Cities with similar ordinances include:
a) California:
1.

Arcata

2.

Benicia

3.

Calistoga

4.

Carmel-by-the-Sea

5.

Coronado, Senior Planner Ann McCaull, (619) 522-2415

6.

Cotati

7.

Laguna Beach, Planning Manager Ann Larson, (949) 497-0320

8.

Ojai, Community Development Director, Rob Mullane, (805) 646-5581

9.

Pacific Grove

10. Richmond
11. San Francisco
12. San Juan Bautista
13. Sausalito
14. Solvang
15. Sonoma
b) Washington:
1.

Bainbridge Island

2.

Port Townsend

c) Idaho:
1.

McCall

d) Texas:
1.

Fredricksburg

e) Florida:
1.

Sanibel

services to the community (e.g., UCLA medical center); and lower-cost overnight accommodations for conformance
with the City’s LCP, specific to LCP Land Use Policies (LUP) Policies 2.34 to 2.36.
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f)

Rhode Island:
1.

Bristol

g) Connecticut:
1.

Fairfield

h) New York:
1.
i)

Maryland:
1.

j)

Port Jefferson
Chesapeake City

Maine:
1.

Ogunquit

2.

York

The list of sources in the IS/ND has been updated to account for the information listed above. In
addition, the list of exempted formula uses has been expanded to include the following: drug
stores/pharmacies, real estate, insurance, post offices, medical, and lower-cost overnight accommodations.
As stated in the IS, the City determined that the project is exempt from the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to the so-called “common sense” exemption set forth in section 15061(b)(3)
of the CEQA Guidelines which applies where it can be seen with certainty that there is no possibility
that the activity in question may have a significant effect on the environment.

This exemption has been

relied upon by several cities in California that have adopted similar ordinances, including Arcata,
Calistoga, Coronado, Cotati, Ojai, San Francisco, San Juan Bautista, Solvang, and Sonoma.

However,

without waiving its right to rely on the applicable exemption, the City nevertheless undertook the Initial
Study to provide meaningful information to the City’s decision-making body and to further its goal of
providing the most informed decision-making process practicable.
Study culminated in the Negative Declaration.
reliance on the common sense exemption.

The findings yielded by the Initial

The experience of other jurisdictions supports the City’s

The City’s investigation has revealed no evidence of any

adverse environmental impacts occasioned by similar formula retail regulations in these other jurisdictions.
And, no commenter has provided any evidence to suggest that similar ordinances in other California
cities have resulted in any adverse environmental impacts.

There is no evidence in the record to

support the conclusion that Malibu’s proposed formula retail ordinance will result in adverse environmental
impacts that have not manifested themselves in any other jurisdiction that has adopted a similar
ordinance.
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1.6

The commenter references a comment letter sent by the California Coastal Commission (CCC).
responses to the CCC’s letter are provided herein.

1.7

Specific

See Response 6.1.

This comment contains biographical information on the commenter and is noted. The commenter does not
state any experience in the preparation or evaluation of formula retail ordinances.

The commenter also

opines that the draft ordinance may result in adverse physical changes to the environment based on the
comments made by Hoffman (responses, supra) and the commenter’s experience.

The specific bases for

the commenter’s opinion will be addressed in turn.
1.8

The commenter opines that the Hoffman analysis provides a fair argument that the draft ordinance could
result in potentially significant impacts.

The Hoffman comment letters are responded to herein.

No

additional evidence or facts are cited in support of the commenter’s conclusions.
1.9

The commenter opines that the draft ordinance places “substantial new restrictions” on leasing that could
result in long-term vacancies and urban decay.
commenter’s opinion.

No evidence or facts are cited in support of the

Staff notes that restaurants, bars/alcohol sales, convenience stores, service stations,

car washes, movie theaters, and new commercial construction involving 500 square feet or more are all
uses that presently require a CUP to operate in the Civic Center area and that the CUP requirement
has not prevented such uses from coming to, and thriving in, the Civic Center area.

Commercial uses

are often subject to other entitlement processes including Planning Clearance and tenant improvement
permits (Planning Department, Building Safety Department, and Environmental Health Department), CUPs
(e.g., restaurants, food/beverage service with seating, movie theaters, live entertainment, alcohol sales,
health care facilities, convenience stores, service stations, car washes, galleries, new commercial
construction involving 500 square feet or more, etc.), and business licensing.

Additional entitlements may

also be required by the California State Water Resources Control Board, California Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control, Los Angeles County Fire Department – Divisions of Fire Prevention and Land
Development, and the South Coast Air Quality Management District.

None of these regulatory processes,

whether discretionary or ministerial in nature, has caused vacancies, visual deterioration, or other adverse
aesthetic impacts in the Civic Center area.
Staff notes that a finding in the draft ordinance has been removed which considered that “The formula
retail establishment will not be incompatible with surrounding uses.”

The proposed ordinance does not

regulate potential secondary effects associated with formula retail establishments, such as an
establishment’s hours of operation, or parking.

Staff notes that the existing CUP findings of Section
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17.66.080, would still apply for those uses that currently require a CUP including restaurants, bars/alcohol
sales, convenience stores, service stations, car washes, movie theaters, and new commercial construction
involving 500 square feet or more.

The existing CUP findings consider compatibility with surrounding

uses and potential impacts associated with parking, intensity, hours of operation, noise, etc.
1.10 The commenter opines that “by limiting retail stores to a maximum of 2,500 square feet, many retailers
would be prohibited from the Civic Center and due to land availability and market conditions would likely
be limited to areas outside of the City.”
opinion.

No facts or evidence is offered in support of the commenter’s

Furthermore, the statement mischaracterizes the proposed ordinance.

ordinance does not prohibit retail stores over 2,500 square feet.
businesses as defined.

First, the proposed

It only applies to formula retail

Second, several categories of retail and services are exempted from the

proposed ordinance, regardless of size, including: 1) grocery stores; 2) drug stores/pharmacies; 3) gas
stations; 4) banks and financial services; 5) real estate offices; 6) insurance offices; 7) post offices; 8)
medical uses; and 9) lower-cost overnight accommodations.

The commenter does not explain how the

exclusion from the Civic Center of certain formula retail businesses over 2,500 square feet would cause
aesthetic degradation.

Consequently, no further response is required.

1.11 The commenter speculates that the CUP requirement “would increase costs to a formula retailer (but not
others), and have the effect of discouraging existing formula retailers from improving their properties,
renewing their leases, or expanding their space, which may lead to aesthetic degradation of the
commercial areas within the Civic Center.”
commenter’s speculation.

No evidence or facts are cited in support of the

As indicated above, several commercial uses are already subject to a

conditional use permitting process.

In its 22+ year history, no portion of the City has experienced

aesthetic degradation as the result of a CUP process.

Furthermore, because existing formula retailers

would be grandfathered uses, it is unclear why the commenter speculates that those retailers would be
discouraged from renewing their leases.

Renewing a lease would not subject the existing formula retailer

to any discretionary review process.
1.12 The commenter opines that the draft ordinance may deter “long-term formula retail” tenants from leasing
vacant space within the Civic Center and cause them to “locate or relocate” to other communities
outside of the City.

The commenter does not opine that the speculated behavior may result in

significant adverse environmental impacts, but simply argues that potential impacts should be further
analyzed.

No further response is required.
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1.13 The commenter opines that the “potential indirect aesthetic impacts of the proposed formula retail
ordinance” on the state scenic highway (Pacific Coast Highway) need to be evaluated.

The commenter

does not purport to provide any evidence or facts in support of an argument that the proposed
ordinance may have significant environmental impacts.

Therefore, no further response is required.

Staff notes that a finding in the draft ordinance has been modified to evaluate the sense of familiarity
and sameness from main arterial streets in the Civic Center.

The revised finding now states, “Use will

not impair the City’s unique, small-town community character by promoting a predominant sense of
familiarity or sameness in the Civic Center commercial district as viewed from its main arterial streets
including Pacific Coast Highway, Cross Creek Road, Civic Center Way, Malibu Road, and Malibu Canyon
Road.”

Staff notes that this finding considers all formula retailers, as defined, regardless of the uses

considered exempt under the proposed ordinance.
1.14 The commenter opines that the Hoffman comment letter provide a “fair argument” of potentially significant
environmental impacts and requests additional CEQA evaluation of those impacts.

Responses to the

Hoffman comment letter are provided herein.
1.15 The commenter questions conclusions in the IS/ND and opines that the Hoffman letter indicates that
displacement or relocation of formula retailing to other communities, or intensification of use of existing
formula retail outlets could occur.

The commenter does not purport to provide any evidence or facts in

support of an argument that the proposed ordinance may have significant environmental impacts.
Responses to the Hoffman comment letter are provided separately herein.
1.16 The commenter speculates that the draft ordinance would cause formula retailers to locate in, or relocate
to, other communities.

This comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding the

adequacy of the analysis in the IS/ND.

Therefore, no response is warranted.

1.17 The commenter opines that “existing and potential future successful formula retailers have a loyal
customer base, and that residents of Malibu and adjacent areas may, in fact, drive to the locations of
displaced formula retailers, and the new formula retailers that are limited to areas outside the City.”
This, according to the commenter, will lead to greater roadway congestion, increased air pollution, and
increased greenhouse gas emissions.
speculation.

No facts or evidence is cited in support of the commenter’s

Existing formula retail will not be displaced as a result of the proposed ordinance.

Existing

formula retailers are grandfathered uses and would not be subject to the CUP requirement unless they
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relocate to a new tenant space, seek to expand by 200 square feet or more of gross floor area, or
increase service area by 50 square feet or more.

See Response 10 regarding new formula retailers.

The suggestion that some formula retailers may not locate in Malibu, causing customers in Malibu to
drive to locations outside the City does not state a plausible environmental effect of the proposed
ordinance.

Presumably, Malibu residents regularly travel outside the City to patronize their preferred

businesses.

The suggestion that such behavior will increase as a result of the proposed ordinance is

not supported by any facts or evidence cited by the commenter.
1.18 The commenter suggests that as a result of the “significant restriction” on formula retail business under
the draft ordinance, there will be increased development of formula retail outlets in adjacent communities.
No facts or evidence is cited in support of the speculative conclusion.

See Responses 1.9 and 1.17.

1.19 The commenter opines that the draft ordinance will result in potential cumulative impacts to aesthetics,
air quality, greenhouse gasses, and traffic.
opinion.

No further response is necessary.

No facts or evidence is cited in support of the commenter’s
See Responses 1.7 through 1.18.

1.20 This comment contains biographical information on the commenter and is noted. The commenter does not
state having any experience in the preparation or evaluation of formula retail ordinances.
1.21 The comment contains introductory remarks summarizing statements made in the body of the letter.
Those statements will be responded to in turn below.
1.22 The commenter characterizes the formula retail CUP requirement as “burdensome” and “costly” and
speculates that “if replacement retail stores that are locally based are not available in sufficient numbers,
this will result in long-term vacancies and urban decay impacts.” 3
commenter in support of the speculative conclusion.
neither costly nor burdensome.

Staff notes that the CUP requirements will be

The cost of a CUP application is expected to be in the range of

$1,127 (minor CUP) to $3,771 (major CUP).
burdensome.

No facts or evidence is cited by the

The application process itself is not expected to be

Restaurants, bars/alcohol sales, convenience stores, service stations, car washes, movie

theaters, and new commercial construction involving 500 square feet or more are all uses that presently
3

In the CEQA context, urban decay is a phenomenon sometimes associated with the development of large formula-

retail-oriented shopping centers and from the development of formula “big box” retailers.

The buying power of the

large formula retailers can make it virtually impossible for local “mom and pop” shops to compete, forcing them out
of business.

The decimation of “mom and pop” shops can result in prolonged vacancies and, in extreme cases,

neglected and boarded up sections of town that were once home to thriving local retail businesses.
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require a CUP to operate in the Civic Center area.

The CUP requirement has not prevented such uses

from coming to, and thriving in, the Civic Center.
The commenter mistakenly assumes that future tenants must be “locally based.”
requirement in the proposed formula retail ordinance.

There is no such

Prospective tenants will only be subjected to the

formula retail CUP requirement if they fall within the definition of “formula retail.”

The commenter also

appears to assume that the CUP requirement equates to a flat prohibition on formula retail uses.
is not accurate.

A CUP requirement is not a prohibition.

That

Rather, it is a discretionary review process

designed to ensure that a proposed use is compatible with the surrounding area.

As stated above,

several uses that are presently operating in the Civic Center are operating pursuant to a CUP.

Only

new formula retail businesses that exceed 2,500 square feet of gross floor area would be prohibited.
1.23 The commenter opines that “indirect impacts could be felt by adjacent or nearby retailers because the
formula retailers potentially impacted are the types of stores that draw both local and visitor customers
to shop within the overall area.”

The commenter also opines that formula retailers act as “anchors” that

draw customers to the area and that “local” retailers may suffer a drop in business if formula retail
tenants are limited.

No evidence or facts are cited in support of the opinion offered by the commenter.

Staff notes that the proposed ordinance will not impact existing formula retail tenants.

Existing tenants

would be grandfathered and would not be subject to the CUP requirement unless they relocate to a
new tenant space, seek to expand by 200 square feet or more of gross floor area, or increase service
area by 50 square feet or more.
1.24 The commenter opines that there are “an insufficient number of local merchants to take the place of the
formula retailers that would be lost” and further concludes that “adjacent stores will likely also experience
urban decay impacts as the overall customer base declines and vacancies proliferate.”
factual support is provided in support of the opinion offered by the commenter.
proposed ordinance will not cause existing formula retail tenants to be lost.

No evidence or

Staff notes that the

Existing tenants would be

grandfathered and would not be subject to the CUP requirement unless they relocate to a new tenant
space, seek to expand by 200 square feet or more of gross floor area, or increase service area by 50
square feet or more.

See Response 10 regarding new formula retailers.

mistakenly assumes that future tenants must be “local merchants.”
proposed formula retail ordinance.

The commenter also

There is no such requirement in the

Prospective tenants will only be subjected to the formula retail CUP

requirement if they fall within the definition of “formula retail.”

The commenter also appears to assume

that the CUP requirement equates to a prohibition on formula retail uses.
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CUP requirement is not a prohibition.

Rather, it is a discretionary review process designed to ensure

that a proposed use is compatible with the surrounding area.

As stated above, several uses that are

presently operating in the Civic Center are operating pursuant to a CUP.
1.25 The commenter opines that there may be a “domino effect” of retail vacancies if the proposed formula
retail ordinance becomes law because there is no mechanism in the draft ordinance that allows a
shopping center owner to fill a space with any formula retail tenant provided a “good faith” effort is first
made to find a “local tenant.”

No evidence or facts are cited in support of the commenter’s prediction.

As stated above, the proposed ordinance does not require shopping center owners to lease to “local
tenants.”
zone.

Rather, it makes “formula retail” business, as defined, a conditionally permitted use in the

The proposed ordinance will not affect existing formula retail tenants.

Existing tenants would be

grandfathered and would not be subject to the CUP requirement unless they relocate to a new tenant
space, seek to expand by 200 square feet or more of gross floor area, or increase service area by 50
square feet or more. See Response 10 regarding new formula retailers.
1.26 The commenter speculates that the draft ordinance might be viewed as onerous and burdensome by
some retailers, causing them to lose interest in Malibu and resulting in urban decay.
facts are cited in support of the commenter’s speculation.

No evidence or

Staff notes that restaurants, bars/alcohol

sales, convenience stores, service stations, car washes, movie theaters, and new commercial construction
involving 500 square feet or more are all uses that presently require a CUP to operate in the Civic
Center area and that the CUP requirement has not prevented such uses from coming to, and thriving in,
the Civic Center.
1.27 The commenter speculates that the draft ordinance will could lead to long-term vacancies, which in turn
result in lower taxable retail sales, thereby lowering the City’s tax receipts.

The result, according to the

commenter, will be a reduction in maintenance of public services and deteriorating infrastructure.
evidence or facts are cited in support of the commenter’s speculation.

No

The proposed ordinance requires

new formula retail businesses, as defined, to obtain a CUP to operate in the Civic Center.

As stated

above, several types of uses already require a CUP to operate in the Civic Center and many such
uses exist and are thriving there.

Staff has researched and studied similar regulatory schemes in other

jurisdictions (formula retail regulations) and has found no evidence that these types of regulations have
the potential to significantly impact the environment.
1.28 The commenter opines that it is unlikely that any formula retailers displaced or barred by the draft
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ordinance would relocate elsewhere in Malibu.

This comment does not state a specific concern or

question regarding the adequacy of the analysis in the IS/ND.

Therefore, no response is warranted.

Staff notes, however, that the proposed ordinance will not displace any existing formula retail tenant.
Existing tenants may continue to operate without interruption.
1.29 The commenter opines that the draft ordinance would cause existing retailers to relocate to other
communities, leading to potential changes in traffic patterns.
of the commenter’s opinion.
formula retailers.

No evidence or facts are cited in support

As stated previously, the proposed ordinance will not displace any existing

Existing tenants will be grandfathered and may continue operations without interruption.

1.30 The commenter suggests that the draft ordinance will cause Malibu to be underserved by “key retailers,”
resulting in potential traffic and circulation impacts.

No evidence or facts are supplied in support of the

commenter’s opinion and the term “key retailer” is not defined.

The commenter goes on to note that

the draft ordinance does not exempt formula drug stores and speculates that if the Civic Center could
support an additional drug store (it already has two—CVS and Supercare) but one was prevented from
opening, existing centers with drug stores could generate more traffic and attendant impacts.

Again, no

evidence or facts are supplied in support of the commenter’s suggestion that the lack of an additional
formula retail drug store would generate additional traffic.

In any event, since the IS/ND was released

for comment, the draft ordinance has been revised to exempt drug stores and pharmacies.

Therefore,

the proposed ordinance will have no impact on formula drug stores and pharmacies.
1.31 The commenter offers generalized opinions on the efficacy of the draft ordinance.

This comment does

not state a specific concern or question regarding the adequacy of the analysis in the IS/ND.
Therefore, no response is warranted.
Staff notes that the definition of “formula retail” has been revised to “10 or more other existing,
operational retail establishments located within the United States” (from six or more in Southern
California) and includes one additional criterion “Standardized array of merchandise or menu”.

The

definition now captures the types of formula retail that offer a standardized range of products, such as
the same brand of clothing, accessories, or beauty products from one location to another.

The definition

also captures the types of formula retail that offer standardized menu items from one location to another,
such as food or beverage items.
retail ordinances.

This language is typical of other cities that have implemented formula

A sub-definition of “array of merchandise or menu” has been added that provides a

50 percent threshold to quantify the amount of merchandise or menu items that are necessary to be
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considered standardized.

A sub-definition of “standardized” has been added to clarify this term as both

“identical” and “substantially the same” to account for the variability of formula requirements and avoid
confusion when applying the proposed ordinance.
Staff notes that additional exemptions have been added to the proposed ordinance including drug
stores/pharmacies, real estate, insurance, post offices, medical, and lower-cost overnight accommodations.
The commenter indicates that an “earlier draft of the ordinance exempted drug stores.”
there was not an earlier draft of the ordinance.

Staff notes that

The IS/ND draft was the first and only draft available

for public review at the time this comment was made.
1.32 The commenter speculates that the draft ordinance’s 2,500 square foot limitation on formula retail uses
would eventually leave all of the shopping centers in the Civic Center “largely unleasable and lead to
urban decay.”

The commenter also speculates that the limitation will limit the ability to draw “key

retailers” to a particular center.

The commenter does not define “key retailers” and offers no evidence

or facts in support of its opinion.
ordinance favors “local” retailers.

Furthermore, the commenter mistakenly concludes that the proposed
The proposed ordinance defines “formula retail” business and makes

them a conditionally permitted use in the Civic Center area.
presence are not automatically defined as formula retail.

Businesses with more than a localized

“Formula retail” in the proposed ordinance is

defined as retail establishment that has 10 or more locations within the United States and that is
required to maintain at least two of the following features: 1) standardized array of merchandise or
menu; 2) standardized color scheme; 3) standardized décor; 4) standardized façade; 5) standardized
layout; 6) standardized signage, service mark, or a trademark; and 7) uniform apparel.

Only businesses

meeting this definition and not otherwise exempted will be subject to the proposed ordinance.
Staff notes that there are at least 30 units within the Civic Center with 2,500 square feet or more. Of
the 30 units: 1) six units are occupied by formula retailers, as defined, and not exempt from the
proposed ordinance; 2) eight units are occupied by formula retailers, as defined, but are exempt from
the proposed ordinance; 3) 12 units are occupied by non-formula retailers; and 4) four units are currently
vacant.

Staff notes that the proposed ordinance will not impact the six existing formula retailers not

exempt from the proposed ordinance.

These tenants would be grandfathered and would not be subject

to the CUP requirement unless they relocate to a new tenant space, seek to expand by 200 square
feet or more of gross floor area, or increase service area by 50 square feet or more.
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Table 1: Units in the Civic Center >2,500 square feet
Formula
Retail
YES
YES
no
vacant
no
YES
exempt
YES

# in
SoCal
1
multiple
3
vacant
9
multiple
exempt
10

# in
USA
41
multiple
3
vacant
9
multiple
exempt
10

Approx
Sq Ft
3,780
4,500
3,600
4,851
3,600
3,831
4,300
2,738

B-1

no

1

1

4,700

E-8

exempt

multiple

multiple

4,164

18

no

2

5

2,538

13,14,15,15B

no

5

5

2,799

Malibu Country Mart

3

no

1

1

3,695

Malibu Lumber Yard

E100

YES

13

16

3,015

vacant

Malibu Lumber Yard

D200

vacant

vacant

vacant

3,400

Ralph's

Grocery

Malibu Colony Plaza

1

exempt

exempt

exempt

36,200

CVS Pharmacy

Drug Store

Malibu Colony Plaza

8

exempt

exempt

exempt

22,880

First Bank & Trust

Service - Financial, Banking

Malibu Colony Plaza

10

exempt

exempt

exempt

3,115

Coogie's Beach Café

Food - Restaurant

Malibu Colony Plaza

14

no

1

1

3,994

Theodore Beach

Retail - Apparel, Shoes

Malibu Colony Plaza

20

no

7

7

3,500

Vacant (former Granita)

vacant

Malibu Colony Plaza

21

vacant

vacant

vacant

6,767

Bank of America

Service - Financial, Banking

Malibu Colony Plaza

23

exempt

exempt

exempt

5,032

Wells Fargo

Service - Financial, Banking

Malibu Colony Plaza

25

exempt

exempt

exempt

2,769

Urban Outfitters (under construction)

Retail - Apparel, Shoes

Cross Creek Courtyard

A

YES

multiple

multiple

10,641

Coldwell Banker Real Estate

Service - Real Estate

23676 Malibu Rd

exempt

exempt

exempt

5,226

Pritchett-Rapf Realtors

Service - Real Estate

23730 Malibu Rd

no

2

2

3,300

Malibu Coast Animal Hospital

Service - Pet Care

23431 PCH

no

1

1

2,510

Vacant (former USPS bldg)

vacant

23648 PCH

vacant

vacant

vacant

6,300

Malibu Urgent Care Center

Service - Medical

23656 PCH

no

1

1

4,874

Super Care Drugs

Retail - Drug Store/Pharmacy 23661 PCH

no

1

1

3,356

Business Name
Hollywood Theater
Banana Republic
Salvation
Vacant (former Guido's)
Marmalde Café
Sephora
Wells Fargo
M. Fredric

Use Type
Service - Entertainment
Retail - Apparel, Shoes
Retail - Apparel, Shoes
Vacancy
Food - Restaurant
Retail - Beauty Supply
Service - Financial, Banking
Retail - Apparel, Shoes

Center Name
Malibu Village at Cross
Malibu Village at Cross
Malibu Village at Cross
Malibu Village at Cross
Malibu Village at Cross
Malibu Village at Cross
Malibu Village at Cross
Malibu Country Mart

Taverna Tony

Food - Restaurant

Malibu Country Mart

UCLA Medical Group

Service - Medical

Malibu Country Mart

Mr. Chow

Food - Restaurant

Malibu Country Mart

Planet Blue

Retail - Apparel, Shoes, Home Malibu Country Mart

Malibu Kitchen

Food/Retail - Restaurant

James Perse

Retail - Apparel, Shoes

Vacant (no former tenant)

Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek

Unit
3822
3844
3854
3874
3894
3896
23361
A-1

Total:

30 units >2,500 sf, 24 of which are located in the five shopping centers

Breakdown:

12 of 30 ARE NOT considered formula retail, as defined
8 of 30 ARE considered formula retail, as defined, but are EXEMPT
6 of 30 ARE considered formula retail, as defined, and NOT EXEMPT
4 of 30 are currently VACANT

1.33 See Response 1.32.
1.34 The commenter reiterates speculation about the potential for the draft ordinance to result in urban decay.
No evidence or facts are cited in support of the commenter’s opinion.

See Responses 1.24, 1.25, 1.27,

and 1.31.
1.35 The commenter opines that the draft ordinance would lead to “long-term urban decay because store
owners would tend not to renew or expand their space when faced with significant processing costs and
delay from a process that does not have clear criteria not a certainty of outcome even if the process is
followed.”

No evidence or facts are cited in support of the commenter’s opinion.

existing formula retail tenants are unaffected by the proposed ordinance.

As previously stated,

Given that fact, it is unclear

why the commenter believes these store owners would “tend not to renew” their leases and no
explanation is provided.

See also Responses 1.24, 1.25, 1.27, and 1.31.
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1.36 The commenter questions the rationale behind the criteria chosen to define formula retail businesses in
the draft ordinance.

This comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding the

adequacy of the analysis in the IS/ND.

Therefore, no response is warranted.

1.37 The commenter questions the rationale behind the definition of “shopping center” set forth in the draft
ordinance.

This comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding the adequacy of the

analysis in the IS/ND.

Therefore, no response is warranted.

1.38 This comment summarizes the opinions and conclusions of the commenter.

See previous responses.

1.39 This comment summarizes the information prepared by the commenter. Two of the items (Retail Market
Analysis and Response to Preserve Malibu) were previously submitted in the record as part of the
November 13, 2012 City Council hearing on this item and considered as part of that public review.
1.40 See Response 1.22.
1.41 The commenter opines that the draft ordinance is designed to “address a so-called problem that does
not exist.”

The comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding the adequacy of the

analysis in the IS/ND.

Therefore, no further response is required.

Staff notes, however that the Retail

Market Analysis and Updated Retail Inventory referred to focus exclusively on the baseline conditions in
the Civic Center.

Whether or not the commenter agrees that there is an existing or evolving problem

that needs to be addressed through legislative is immaterial to the CEQA analysis.
1.42 This comment relates to information in the commenter’s Formula Retail Trends report, which intends to
demonstrate that formula retail within the Civic Center from 2002 to 2013 has “stayed relatively stable
even with ongoing turnover and replacement among various tenants within the respective centers.” The
Trends report evaluates changes at Malibu Colony Plaza, Malibu Village, Malibu Country Mart, and
Malibu Lumber Yard. The report asserts a 1.8 percent net increase in formula retail in the Civic Center
between this timeframe. The report does not indicate why 2002 was used as the baseline for this
evaluation period when three of the four centers existed prior to Cityhood in 1991.
Further, in the four shopping centers alone, the commenter’s conclusion that the draft ordinance will have
an adverse effect on economic conditions (that leads to direct physical change) is not supported by the
existing baseline conditions in the Civic Center. In the four shopping centers reviewed, the commenter’s
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conclusion that the draft ordinance will have an adverse effect on economic conditions (that leads to
direct physical change) is not supported by the existing baseline conditions in the Civic Center.
Under the current version of the proposed ordinance, the majority of shopping centers are well within
conformance to the 50 percent limitation required by the proposed ordinance, both in terms of number of
units or square footage. As shown in the tables below, Malibu Colony Plaza, both parcels comprising
Malibu Village, and the three parcels comprising Malibu Country Mart are in conformance with the
proposed ordinance. Further, Floor 2 of Malibu Lumber Yard is in conformance. Only Floor 1 of Malibu
Lumber Yard and Cross Creek Courtyard exceed the 50 percent limitation (Floor 1 of Malibu Lumber
Yard exceeds the square footage limitation by 73 percent and unit limitation by 71 percent, and Cross
Creek Courtyard exceeds the square footage limitation by 72 percent)
Finally, whether data over the last 10 years demonstrates a significant growth in formula retail
establishments is immaterial to the CEQA analysis.

The proposed ordinance is within the legislative

discretion of the City Council.
Table 2: Malibu Colony Plaza, Proposed Ordinance Assessment
Proposed Ordinance Assessment
Tenant Spaces (total) =

29 units

Net = 23 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

17% (4 units / 23 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

109,179

Net = 38,463

Square Footage (formula) =

15% (5,847 / 38,463sf)

Conforms

> 2,500 (formula) =

0 units

None

> 2,500 (overall) =

8 units (Ralph's, CVS Pharmacy, First Bank, Coogies,
Theodore Beach, Bank of America, Wells Fargo, vacant Granita)

Table 3: Malibu Country Mart, Proposed Ordinance Assessment
Parcel A

23410 Civic Center Wy
Proposed Ordinance Assessment (Floor 1)

Floor 1
Tenant Spaces (total) =

15 units

Net = 15 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

27% (4 units / 15 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

22,476

Net = 22,476 sf

Square Footage (formula) =

34% (7,538 sf / 22,476 sf)

Conforms

> 2,500 (overall) =

2 units (M. Fredric; Taverna Tony)

> 2,500 (formula) =

1 unit (M. Fredric)

Grandfathered

Proposed Ordinance Assessment (Floor 2)

Floor 2
Tenant Spaces (total) =

10 units

Net = 10 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

0% (0 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

14,185

Net = 14,185 sf

Square Footage (formula) =

0% (0 sf)

Conforms

> 2,500 (overall) =

1 unit (UCLA Medical Group)

> 2,500 (formula) =

0

None

Parcel B

3835 Cross Creek Rd

Proposed Ordinance Assessment

Tenant Spaces (total) =

31 units

Net = 31 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

19% (6 units / 31 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

29,068

Net = 29,068 sf

Square Footage (formula) =

19% (5,552 sf / 29,068)

Conforms

> 2,500 (overall) =

2 units (Mr. Chow; Planet Blue)

> 2,500 (formula) =

0

None

Parcel C

3900 Cross Creek Rd

Proposed Ordinance Assessment

Tenant Spaces (total) =

10 units

Net = 10 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

30% (3 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

13,061

Net = 13,061 sf

Square Footage (formula) =

29% (3,796 sf)

Conforms

> 2,500 (overall) =

1 unit (Malibu Kitchen)

> 2,500 (formula) =

0

None
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Table 4: Malibu Village, Proposed Ordinance Assessment
Parcel A

2 buildings north of Guido's hallway

Proposed Ordinance Assessment

Tenant Spaces (total) =

14 units

Net = 14 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

36% (5 units / 14 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

30,031

Net = 30,031 sf

Square Footage (formula) =

44% (13,330 sf / 30,031 sf)

Conforms

> 2,500 (overall) =

4 units (Hollywood Theater; Banana Republic; Salvation; vacant Guidos)

> 2,500 (formula) =

2 units

Grandfathered

(Hollywood Theater; Banana Republic)
Parcel B

1 building south of Guido's hallway

Proposed Ordinance Assessment

Tenant Spaces (total) =

10 units

Net = 9 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

33% (3 units / 9 units)

Square Feet (overall) =

20,548

Net = 16,248 sf

Square Footage (formula) =

45% (7,308 sf / 16,248 sf)

Conforms
Conforms

> 2,500 (overall) =

3 units (Marmelade; Sephora; Wells Fargo)

> 2,500 (formula) =

1 unit (Sophora)

Grandfathered

Table 5: Malibu Lumber Yard, Proposed Ordinance Assessment
Proposed Ordinance Assessment (Floor 1)

Floor 1
Tenant Spaces (total) =

14 units

Net = 14 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

71% (10 units / 14 units)

Exceeds

Square Feet (overall) =

21,317

Net = 21,317 sf

Square Footage (formula) =

73% (15,493 sf / 21,317 sf)

Exceeds

> 2,500 (overall) =

1 unit (James Perse)

> 2,500 (formula) =

1 unit (James Perse)

Grandfathered

Proposed Ordinance Assessment (Floor 2)

Floor 2
Tenant Spaces (total) =

7 units

Net = 7 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

0% (0 units / 7 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

9,324

Net = 9,324 sf

Square Footage (formula) =

0% (0 sf / 9,324 sf)

Conforms

> 2,500 (overall) =

1 unit (vacant)

> 2,500 (formula) =

0 units

None

1.43 The comment speculates that the 2,500 square foot “limitation will place tremendous hardship on property
owners to lease their space and likely result in significant vacancies over the long-term.” This comment
does not raise a specific environmental issue. Economic impacts are not considered a significant
environmental effect pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064(e) and 15382. In the five primary
existing shopping centers alone (i.e., Malibu Colony Plaza, Malibu Village, Malibu Lumber Yard, Malibu
Country Mart, Cross Creek Courtyard), only 24 of 146 total units currently exceed 2,500 square feet.

Of

the 24, six are occupied by formula uses, as defined, and those existing formula retail tenants would be
grandfathered uses and their present operations would be unaffected by the proposed ordinance (Banana
Republic, Hollywood Theater, Sephora, M. Fredric, James Perse, and Urban Outfitters).

The remaining

18 are occupied by either non-formula, formula exempt from the proposed ordinance, or are vacancies.
See Response 1.32.

There are an additional six units that exceed 2,500 square feet in the Civic

Center (30 units total) that are not located in a shopping center.
formula retailers.

None of these units are occupied by

Therefore, the commenter’s speculation has no basis in fact.

1.44 See Responses 1.9, 1.11, 1.17, 1.18, and 1.23.

The comment does not state a specific concern or

question regarding the adequacy of the analysis in the IS/ND.

Economic impacts are not considered a

significant environmental effect pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064(e) and 15382.
response is required.
1.45 See Responses 1.12 and 1.29.
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1.46 See Response 1.30.
1.47 The commenter questions the rationale behind the criteria chosen to define formula retail businesses in
the draft ordinance.

This comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding the

adequacy of the analysis in the IS/ND.

Therefore, no response is warranted.

1.48 The commenter questions the rationale behind the definition of “shopping center” set forth in the draft
ordinance.

This comment does not state a specific concern or question regarding the adequacy of the

analysis in the IS/ND.

Therefore, no response is warranted.

Staff notes that the draft ordinance has been modified to include an exemption for drug
stores/pharmacies.

Regarding the definition of shopping center, the fourth required CUP finding in the

draft ordinance was revised to also consider the concentration of formula uses per floor when a two-floor
shopping center is under review.

The purpose of this addition is to avoid the appearance of an over-

accumulation of formula uses on one floor over the other, such as the ground floor.
to the proposed ordinance are considered in this finding.

Only uses subject

The revised finding now reads: “Approval of

use will not result in more than 50 percent of each floor of a shopping center from being occupied by
formula.

The 50 percent is determined per floor by the percentage of overall square footage or the

number of leasable tenant spaces (excluding the exempted uses described above), whichever is greater.”
1.49 This comment summarizes the opinions and conclusions of the commenter.

See previous responses.

1.50 See Response 1.42.
2.1

This comment contains introductory and general information.
Village shopping center.

The commenter is the owner of Malibu

Economic impacts are not considered a significant environmental effect pursuant

to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064(e) and 15382.

See Responses 1.15 through 1.19 and 1.43.

No

further response is required.
Staff notes that Malibu Village includes seven of 24 units exceeding 2,500 square feet (Hollywood
Theater, Banana Republic, Salvation, Marmalade Café, Sephora, Wells Fargo, and the vacant space
formerly occupied by Guido’s restaurant).

Of the seven, three qualify as formula retailers under the

proposed ordinance and would be unaffected/grandfathered (Banana Republic, Hollywood Theater, and
Sephora).

As defined, Marmalade Café and Salvation are not considered formula and Wells Fargo is
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exempt under the proposed ordinance.
formula retailer.

The vacant Guido’s space was formerly occupied by a non-

Under the current application of the proposed ordinance, Malibu Village would be

evaluated individually under Parcel A (two buildings north of the Guido’s hallway) and Parcel B (building
south of the Guido’s hallway).

Staff notes that both Parcels A and B are currently within conformance

with the proposed ordinance.
Table 6: Malibu Village, Proposed Ordinance Assessment

Staff notes in the event that no exemptions were to apply in an alternative ordinance (which would more
accurately reflect current baseline conditions in the Civic Center), Parcel A would remain within
conformance with the proposed ordinance.

Parcel B would exceed the 50 percent square footage

limitation with 57 percent being occupied by formula retailers, as defined. The 50 percent unit limitation
would increase to 40 percent being occupied by formula retailers, as defined. Additionally, one additional
use exceeding 2,500 square feet (four total) would qualify as a formula retailer under an alternative
ordinance and would be unaffected/grandfathered (Wells Fargo, in addition to Banana Republic, Hollywood
Theater, and Sephora).
Table 7: Malibu Village, “No Exemptions” Alternative Ordinance Assessment
Parcel A

2 buildings north of Guido's hallway

Tenant Spaces (total) =
Square Feet (overall) =
> 2,500 (overall) =

No Exemptions Alternative Ordinance Assessment

14 units
30,031
4 units (Hollywood Theater; Banana Republic; Salvation; vacant Guidos)

Tenant Spaces (formula) =
Square Footage (formula) =
> 2,500 (formula) =

36% (5 units / 14 units)
44% (13,330 sf / 30,031 sf)
2 units

Conforms
Conforms
Grandfathered

(Hollywood Theater; Banana Republic)
Parcel B

3.1

1 building south of Guido's hallway

No Exemptions Alternative Ordinance Assessment

Tenant Spaces (total) =
Square Feet (overall) =

10 units
20,548

Tenant Spaces (formula) =
Square Footage (formula) =

40% (4 units / 10 units)
57% (11,608 sf / 20,548 sf)

Conforms
Exceeds

> 2,500 (overall) =

3 units (Marmelade; Sephora; Wells Fargo)

> 2,500 (formula) =

2 units (Sophora, Wells Fargo)

Grandfathered

This comment contains introductory and general information. The commenter is the authorized agent of
the Malibu Colony Plaza shopping center and adjacent commercial uses including the Chevron gas
station, Malibu urgent care center, and former USPS building.
environmental issue.

This comment does not raise a specific

Economic impacts are not considered a significant environmental effect pursuant to

CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064(e) and 15382.

No further response is required.
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Staff notes that Malibu Colony Plaza includes eight of 24 units exceeding 2,500 square feet (Ralph's,
CVS Pharmacy, First Bank, Coogies, Theodore, Bank of America, Wells Fargo, and the vacant space
formerly occupied by Granita restaurant).
ordinance.

Of the eight, none qualify as formula retail under the proposed

As defined, Coogies and Theodore are not considered formula and Ralph's, CVS Pharmacy,

First Bank, Bank of America, and Wells Fargo are exempt under the proposed ordinance.
space remains vacant and has been since 2005.

The Granita

Under the current application of the proposed

ordinance, staff notes that Malibu Colony Plaza is within conformance.
Table 8: Malibu Colony Plaza, Proposed Ordinance Assessment

Staff notes in the event that no exemptions were to apply in an alternative ordinance (which would more
accurately reflect current baseline conditions in the Civic Center), Malibu Colony Plaza would exceed the
50 percent square footage limitation with 70 percent being occupied by formula retailers, as defined.
Additionally, five units exceeding 2,500 square feet would qualify as formula retailers under an alternative
ordinance and would be unaffected/grandfathered (Ralph's, CVS Pharmacy, First Bank, Bank of America,
and Wells Fargo).
Table 9: Malibu Colony Plaza, “No Exemptions” Alternative Ordinance Assessment
No Exemptions Alternative Ordinance Assessment

No Exemptions Alternative Ordinance Assessment

Tenant Spaces (total) =

29 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

35% (10 units / 29 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

109,179

Square Footage (formula) =

70% (76,563 / 109,179 sf)

Exceeds

> 2,500 (overall) =

8 units (Ralph's, CVS Pharmacy, First Bank, Coogies, Theodore,

> 2,500 (formula) =

5 units (Ralph's, CVS Pharmacy,

Grandfathered

Bank of America, Wells Fargo, vacant Granita)

4.1

First Bank, Bank of America, Wells Fargo)

This comment contains introductory and general information.

The commenter is the executive director of

the Malibu Chamber of Commerce and submitted comments on behalf of the Chamber Board of
Directors.

This comment does not raise a specific environmental issue.

Economic impacts are not

considered a significant environmental effect pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064(e) and 15382.
No further response is required.
4.2

See Response 1.5.

No further response is required.

4.3

See Response 6.1.

No further response is required.
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4.4

See Responses 1.4, 1.5, 1.15 through 1.19, and 1.22 through 1.27.

5.1

This comment contains introductory and general information.
Malibu Bay Company (MBC).

No further response is required.

The commenter is the president of the

Note that MBC does not operate any existing commercial centers in the

Civic Center, but has a pending commercial development application under review with the Planning
Department (Sycamore Village).

The project is filed under Coastal Development Permit (CDP) No. 12-

039 (.20 (20%) floor area ratio (FAR) alternative) and 12-040 (.15 FAR alternative).

The .20 FAR

alternative proposes 76,000 square feet of retail/restaurant/office space and a 5,000 square foot urgent
care facility offered as a public benefit.
retail/restaurant/office space.

The .15 FAR alternative proposes 60,000 square feet of

Economic impacts are not considered a significant environmental effect

pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064(e) and 15382.

See Responses 1.4 and 1.15 through 1.19.

No further response is required.
6.1

The commenter is a coastal program analysis with the CCC.

The proposed ordinance includes a

maximum limitation of 2,500 square feet on formula uses subject to the proposed ordinance which could
prohibit typical lower-cost overnight accommodations from being constructed in the Civic Center and thus,
presents a reasonable conflict with the City’s LCP as written.

Based on this comment, an additional

exemption was added to the draft ordinance following circulation of the IS/ND for conformance with the
City’s LCP, specific to LCP Land Use Policies (LUP) Policies 2.34 to 2.36, which require lower-cost
overnight accommodations to be protected and encouraged.

The proposed ordinance exempts lower-cost

overnight accommodations.
The exemption applies to all lower-cost accommodations which, pursuant to LUP Policy 2.35, applies to
“hotel/motels, hostels, RV parks, and campgrounds.”

Other than overnight accommodations, staff is

unaware of any other type of “lower-cost coastal recreational and visitor serving use[s] or opportunit[ies]”
that are not otherwise exempt from the proposed ordinance and considered a formula retailer, as
defined, with the potential of locating in the Civic Center.

The commenter has not provided any

evidence or facts demonstrating that formula retailers, as defined, such as those that offer hard and soft
goods, services, and food and drinks, are considered anymore visitor serving or lower cost than similar
non-formula retailers and/or exempted uses under the proposed ordinance.

As discussed in the IS/ND,

the City’s experience is that its uniqueness, coastal recreation opportunities, and rural environment
constitute the primary draw for millions of visitors to the area each year.

No evidence or facts are

cited in support of the conclusion that the primary draw for visitors to the area are formula retailers.
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The proposed ordinance does not authorize a use other than those already designated in the LCP and
M.M.C. as a permitted or conditionally permitted use in a commercial zone.

The proposed ordinance is

consistent with the Coastal Act and the LCP because it protects, maintains, and enhances the overall
quality of the coastal zone environment.

The proposed ordinance will not alter the utilization or

conservation of coastal zone resources, impede public access to and along the coastal zone, or interfere
with the priorities established for coastal-dependent or coastal-related development.
The proposed ordinance does not prohibit formula establishments from operating in the Civic Center.
The proposed ordinance provides a mechanism for public review and input for certain commercial uses
prior to their opening for the main goal of preventing a predominant sense of sameness and familiarity
from occurring in the Civic Center.

The proposed ordinance allows a reasonable percentage of formula

establishments to operate in the Civic Center and includes several exclusions for formula establishments
that are considered essential to local and visitor demand, and also constitutes the majority of uses
experienced within the types of shopping centers located within the City.
proposed ordinance include:

Excluded formula uses in the

1) Grocery; 2) Drug stores/pharmacies; 3) Gas stations; 4) Banks and

financial services; 5) Real estate; 6) Insurance; 7) Post offices; 8) Medical; and 9) Lower-cost overnight
accommodations.
If adopted, staff notes that the City would not be the only jurisdiction within the California coastal zone
with a certified LCP and a regulating formula ordinance adopted separately as part of its local Municipal
Code (and not a part of its LCP).

Other coastal jurisdictions with this similar situation include Carmel-

by-the-Sea, San Francisco, and Coronado.

Staff also notes that the CCC has certified formula

regulations that are part of a jurisdiction’s LCP (Laguna Beach Specific Plan), including subsequent
amendments thereto.
7.1

This comment contains introductory and general information.

The commenter is the representative of

PCH Project Owner, LLC, owner of the Crummer Site (APNs 4458-018-002, 4458-018-019, and 4458-018019).

In response to this comment, reference to the Crummer site has been removed from the draft

ordinance as its inclusion was made in error.
In 2002, when the CCC was drafting the City’s LCP, the City, the Crummer Trust, and the Department
of State Parks were negotiating the transfer of the baseball fields to the Crummer site and allowing up
to eight single-family residences to be built on the project site.
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(LUP Policy 2.78) that reflected its knowledge of the then-ongoing negotiations.

LUP Policy 2.78 states

that the project site shall remain CV-2 (Commercial Visitor Serving) while on all LCP Local
Implementation Plan (LIP) Land Use and Zoning Maps, as well as in the definitions, designated the
property as Planned Development (PD); therefore, an inconsistency was created between the policy and
the zoning designation.

In 2009, a zoning map amendment and General Plan map amendment were

processed to correct the land use designation to PD in order to be consistent with the LCP Land Use
Maps.

The LCP PD zoning designation “is intended to provide for a mix of residential and recreational

development of the Crummer Trust property located east of Malibu Bluffs State Park and south of PCH,
and other commercial areas in order to encourage innovation in development concepts, land use mixes,
and site design.

Any planned development in such commercial areas would require an amendment to

the City’s LCP in order to specify the permitted type, density, and intensity of development.”

Since it is

not the City’s intent to relocate the existing athletic fields from Bluffs Park, LUP Policy 2.78 is now
obsolete.

As a result, an LCP amendment (LCPA) and corollary zoning text amendment (ZTA) have

been requested from the City, including language that specifies the type, density and intensity of
development permitted in the PD zoning designation.

The LCPA (LCPA No. 12-001) and zoning text

amendment (ZTA No. 12-001) propose to omit LUP Policy 2.78, amend LUP Chapter 6 Land Use
Designations, and incorporate the Planned Development Ordinance in the LCP and the M.M.C.
LCPA will be forwarded to the CCC for certification.
8.1

The

No further response is required.

This comment contains introductory and general information.

The commenter is the managing partner of

the Malibu Country Mart shopping center.
Staff notes that Malibu Country Mart includes six of 66 units exceeding 2,500 square feet (M. Fredric,
Taverna Tony, UCLA Medical Group, Mr. Chow, Planet Blue, and Malibu Kitchen).

Of the six, one

qualifies as a formula retailer under the proposed ordinance and would be unaffected/grandfathered (M.
Fredric).

As defined, Taverna Tony, Mr. Chow, Planet Blue, and Malibu Kitchen are not considered

formula and UCLA Medical Group is exempt under the proposed ordinance.

Under the current

application of the proposed ordinance, Malibu County Mart would be evaluated individually under Parcel A
(23410 Civic Center Way) with separate consideration for Floors 1 and 2, Parcel B (3835 Cross Creek
Road), and Parcel C (3900 Cross Creek Road).

Staff notes that Parcels A (Floors 1 and 2), B, and C

are currently within conformance with the proposed ordinance.

Table 10: Malibu Country Mart, Proposed Ordinance Assessment
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Staff notes In the event that no exemptions were to apply in an alternative ordinance (which would
more accurately reflect current baseline conditions in the Civic Center), Parcels A (Floors 1 and 2), B,
and C would remain within conformance with the ordinance.

Only Floor 2 of Parcel A would be

affected with the inclusion of UCLA Medical Group, but still within conformance. Two of the 66 units
exceeding 2,500 square feet would qualify as a formula retailer under an alternative ordinance and would
be unaffected/grandfathered (UCLA Medical Group and M. Fredric).
Table 11: Malibu Country Mart, “No Exemptions” Alternative Ordinance Assessment
Parcel A

23410 Civic Center Wy
"No Exemptions" Alternative Ordinance Assessment (Floor 1)

Floor 1
Tenant Spaces (total) =

15 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

27% (4 units / 15 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

0

Square Footage (formula) =

34% (7,538 sf / 22,476 sf)

Conforms

> 2,500 (overall) =

2 units (M. Fredric; Taverna Tony)

> 2,500 (formula) =

1 unit (M. Fredric)

Grandfathered

"No Exemptions" Alternative Ordinance Assessment (Floor 2)

Floor 2
Tenant Spaces (total) =

10 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

10% (1 unit / 10 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

0

Square Footage (formula) =

29% (4,164 / 14,185 sf)

Conforms

> 2,500 (overall) =

1 unit (UCLA Medical Group)

> 2,500 (formula) =

1 unit (UCLA Medical Group)

Grandfathered

Parcel B

3835 Cross Creek Rd

No Exemptions Alternative Ordinance Assessment

Tenant Spaces (total) =

31 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

19% (6 units / 31 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

0

Square Footage (formula) =

19% (5,552 sf / 29,068)

Conforms

> 2,500 (overall) =

2 units (Mr. Chow; Planet Blue)

> 2,500 (formula) =

0

None

Parcel C

3900 Cross Creek Rd

No Exemptions Alternative Ordinance Assessment

Tenant Spaces (total) =

10 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

30% (3 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

0

Square Footage (formula) =

29% (3,796 sf)

Conforms

> 2,500 (overall) =

1 unit (Malibu Kitchen)

> 2,500 (formula) =

0

None

Regarding the commenter’s description of similar regulations on Laguna Beach, that city had adopted
formula regulations as part of its Downtown Specific Plan which was also certified by the CCC in 1989
and been subject to several amendments since.
Laguna Beach LCP to-date.

The formula regulations remain in effect as part of the

The Laguna Beach Specific Plan does not ban formula uses, but includes
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policies to avoid an over-saturation of formula uses within its downtown. 4

The commenter has not

provided supporting information that demonstrates the formula regulations in Laguna Beach has created
significant environmental effects considered by CEQA, including adverse aesthetic impacts (visual
degradation or urban decay) or significant changes in traffic patterns resulting in adverse
traffic/transportation impacts.

9.1

Economic impacts alone are not considered a significant environmental effect

pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064(e) and 15382.

No further response is required.

This comment contains introductory and general information.

The commenter is the manager of the

entity that owns the Malibu LaPaz Ranch, LLC development.

The La Paz project involves two

contiguous parcels and has active entitlements for development, but construction of the project has not
commenced.

As approved, the project consists of 112,058 square feet of retail/restaurant uses and an

additional 20,000 square feet allocated for municipal use.

Economic impacts alone are not considered a

significant environmental effect pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064(e) and 15382.
Responses 1.4, 1.5, and 1.8 through 1.14.

See

No further response is required.

10.1 This comment contains introductory and general information.

The commenter is the vice president of

legal-leasing for Glimcher Malibu, LLC, owner of the Malibu Lumber Yard shopping center.

Economic

impacts are not considered a significant environmental effect pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections
15064(e) and 15382.

See Responses 1.4, 1.5, 1.8 to 1.14, 1.15 through 1.19, and 1.21 through 1.27.

No further response is required.
Staff notes that Malibu Lumber Yard includes two of 21 units exceeding 2,500 square feet (James Perse
and a vacant unit on Floor 2).

James Perse would qualify as a formula retailer under the proposed

ordinance and would be unaffected/grandfathered.

Under the current application of the proposed

ordinance, Malibu Lumber Yard would be evaluated individually by floor (Floors 1 and 2).

Staff notes

that Floor 1 exceeds the 50 percent square footage limitation with 73 percent being occupied by formula
retailers, as defined.

Floor 1 also exceeds the 50 percent unit limitation with 71 percent being occupied

by formula retailers, as defined.

Floor 2 is within conformance with the proposed ordinance.

4

Pg. V-34 defines a formula-based business as a “use or business which offers merchandise and/or services using
a formulaic or mass-marketing approach. All business or store locations are identifiable through standardized
architecture, storefronts, merchandise and/or services, store layout and décor, signs, uniforms or similar features.” In
order for a formula-based business to operate, a CUP is required and the following three special findings must be
made (Pg V-33): 1) “The business offers merchandise and/or services that serve the current unmet needs of the
resident population;” 2) “Although the formula-based business may have other store locations throughout the country,
state or region, the business will enhance the destination quality of the Downtown Specific Plan area and not
exhibit a local/regional saturation;” and 3) “Both exterior and interior appearance and presentation of the business is
compatible with the existing scale of development, distinctive architecture and pedestrian orientation of the established
village character and results in an enhancement of the look and feel (i.e. character) of the downtown.”
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Table 12: Malibu Lumber Yard, Proposed Ordinance Assessment

Staff notes in the event that no exemptions were to apply in an alternative ordinance (which would more
accurately reflect current baseline conditions in the Civic Center), Floors 1 and 2 would remain
unchanged (Floor 1 would continue to exceed both 50 percent limitations and Floor 2 would be in
conformance).
Table 13: Malibu Lumber Yard, “No Exemptions” Alternative Ordinance Assessment
"No Exemptions" Alternative Ordinance Assessment (Floor 1)

Floor 1
Tenant Spaces (total) =

14 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

71% (10 units / 14 units)

Exceeds

Square Feet (overall) =

0

Square Footage (formula) =

73% (15,493 sf / 21,317 sf)

Exceeds

> 2,500 (overall) =

1 unit (James Perse)

> 2,500 (formula) =

1 unit (James Perse)

Grandfathered

"No Exemptions" Alternative Ordinance Assessment (Floor 2)

Floor 2
Tenant Spaces (total) =

7 units

Tenant Spaces (formula) =

0% (0 units / 7 units)

Conforms

Square Feet (overall) =

0

Square Footage (formula) =

0% (0 sf / 9,324 sf)

Conforms

> 2,500 (overall) =

1 unit (vacant)

> 2,500 (formula) =

0 units

None

11.1 This comment contains introductory and general information.

The commenter does not operate any

existing commercial centers in the Civic Center, but has a pending commercial development application
under review with the Planning Department (Whole Foods in the Park).

The project is filed under CDP

No. 10-022 and proposes 38,425 square feet of retail/restaurant space, of which 24,549 square feet is
earmarked for a Whole Foods grocery store.

Although considered a formula use in general, Whole

Foods is exempt from the proposed ordinance (grocery).

This comment includes the existence of public

controversy over the asserted environmental effects of the proposed ordinance.
not constitute substantial evidence.

See Response 6.1.

No further response is required.

12.1 This comment contains introductory and general information.
interested parties identified as Preserve Malibu.
issue.

Public controversy does

The commenter is a group of residents and

This comment does not raise a specific environmental

Coronado’s formula ordinance, including applicable CEQA review, was considered in the IS/ND.

No further response is required.
13.1 This comment contains introductory and general information.
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The commenter is identified as a resident.

Responses to 15 CEQA-Related Comments
City of Malibu Formula Ordinance (2013)

See response to Comments 1.5, 1.6, and 1.15 through 1.19.

Economic impacts alone are not

considered a significant environmental effect pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064(e) and 15382.
No further response is required.
14.1 This comment contains introductory and general information.
group of commercial property owners in the City.

The commenter notes that he represents a

See Response 1.1.

14.2 The commenter speculates that the draft ordinance may result in significant adverse impacts on traffic
and transportation.

The commenter relies entirely on the opinion provided by Stanley R. Hoffman

Associates, which the City has responded to above.

See Responses 1.20 through 1.50 (responses to

Hoffman comments).
14.3 The commenter speculates that the draft ordinance may result in significant adverse economic impacts
and physical decay.

The commenter relies entirely on the opinion provided by Stanley R. Hoffman

Associates, which the City has responded to above.
Hoffman comments).

See Responses 1.20 through 1.50 (responses to

In the final paragraph of Section II of his letter, the commenter opines that the

draft ordinance would substantially limit and potentially eliminate a large percentage of retail.
are provided in support of that opinion.

No facts

Staff notes that the proposed ordinance would not affect

existing formula business operations in the Civic Center.

Therefore, there is no basis upon which to

conclude that the proposed ordinance would eliminate any existing retailers.
The commenter goes on to opine that the 2,500 square foot limitation on formula retail businesses would
result in urban decay because “larger spaces, such as drug stores, which were built to house specific
larger tenants, cannot be rented to local tenants (because local tenants do not exist for such spaces)
and do not work economically if they are divided into smaller spaces, due to building design and the
requirements of smaller tenants.”

No evidence or facts are provided in support of the statement.

Staff

notes that only 24 of the 146 total units in the five primary existing Civic Center shopping centers
exceed 2,500 square feet.

Of that 24, only six are occupied by uses that would fall within the

proposed ordinance’s definition of formula retail and would not be exempt (Banana Republic, Hollywood
Theater, Sephora, M. Fredric, James Perse, and Urban Outfitters).

The remaining 18 are either occupied

by non-formula retail businesses, formula businesses expressly exempt from the proposed ordinance (e.g.,
grocery, drug stores, etc.), or are vacant.

See Response 1.32.

contrary to the facts.
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Therefore, the commenter’s opinion is

Responses to 15 CEQA-Related Comments
City of Malibu Formula Ordinance (2013)

The commenter also erroneously states that the draft ordinance requires “local tenants” to occupy the
commercial space in the Civic Center.
ordinance.

There is no such requirement in the proposed formula retail

Prospective tenants will only be subjected to the formula retail CUP requirement if they fall

within the definition of “formula retail.”
14.4 The commenter opines that the draft ordinance would be in conflict with the City’s certified LCP and the
Coastal Act because it would limit lower cost visitor-serving accommodations.
supplied in support of the statement.

No evidence or facts are

Staff also notes that lower-cost overnight visitor accommodations

are expressly exempt from the proposed ordinance.

Finally, the proposed ordinance is entirely consistent

with LUP Policy 5.12 (“Visitor serving retail uses shall be permitted in all commercial zones in the City.
Visitor serving retail uses shall fit the character and scale of the surrounding community.”)
retail uses will continue to be permitted in commercial zones.

Visitor-serving

The proposed ordinance will further the

goal of LUP Policy 5.12 by protecting and preserving the unique character of the Civic Center and the
visitor-serving retail uses therein.

See Response 6.1.

15.1 The commenter is a program analyst with the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC).
comment contains introductory and general information.

This

This comment does not state a specific concern

or question regarding the adequacy of the analysis in the IS/ND.

As discussed in the IS/ND, the

proposed ordinance is solely a legislative change that makes formula retailers, as defined, conditional
uses in the Civic Center.

Implementation of the proposed ordinance will not impact any significant

historical, archaeological, or paleontological resources or disturb any human remains.
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